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1

LETTER OF TRA/NISMITTAL

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF EDUCATION,

Washington, D.C., June 1933.
Sm: The manuscript transmitted herewith has keen pre-

'mired by Miss Reynolds after careful., study and a itisitinto the territoiy concerned. There haie been many Span-
ish-sPeaking foreigntrs largely from Mexico in the UnitedStates in recent years. They are sufficiently numerous,
hpvjever, in our five Southwestern States to constitute afather serious school problem. Enough of the social and
economic status of these people is here enumerated to serveas a background for cerfain educational problems whicharise. Their intelligence as measured by our better testsiè given. It shows an overageness that needs to be takeninto account. The American prejudices against 'Mexicans
in most communities must also be considered, for this oftenleads to separate housing and equipment. The problem of
segregation is not so troilblesome in cities, since the Maxi:cans tend to colonize in a part of the city where rents are. rower. This aiitomatically thrpws them into the neigh-borhood school. In other places, however, there are at-tempts to place them either in old buildings or in tempo-rary construction or to give theni schooling between thehours of 7 a.m. and lt noon. Moreover, there do notseem to be serio'us efforts( mide except in California tocheck up on their attendince. These attempts to violatethe child labor laws are hard to deal with, since the schoolboard itseli may quietly favor them.

Efforts to find the special school talents of the Mexicanchildren, the proper education of their teachers, and ade-quate training for their supervisors, ate problems dealt withby this bulletin. A. special, selected, and annotated bibliog-raphy is included. The manuscript, I am sure, will be of
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VI LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

interest to school people particularly in the Southwest, and
to child-labos workers everywhere.

I respectfully recommend that it be publishe_d as a.bulletin
of this Office.

Respectfully submitted.
W M . JOHN COOPER, /

k COmm.ivrioner.
The SEMMA RT OF THE INTERIOR.OR.
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T 11E TION

STAN_ori-SPEAT: CHIMHIEN

STATESSOUTMV

INTRODUCYW y STATEMENT

A Bill)? HISTORICAL

A brief statementen t concerning the early history of south-1Nwtern Muted States from tile time of the arrival of thefirst settlers to the region up to 1863 may provide a back-ground for tIle understanding of certain problems relating(to the education of Spanish-speaking pupils in Arizona,*California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas. This earlyhistory is characterized by the imniigration of Spanish-speaking people to the country lying n9rth of Mexico whichlater became our own Sbuthwest. The first period is char-acterized chiefly by the forts and missions established bythe Spaniards who reached the region by the way of Mexico.The missions in Arizona date from 1629, in Texas from 1690,and in California from 1769. The objective of the mission-aries was the conversion of the nativ'e Indians, numerousthroughout the region. In California, where the missionsattained, their greatest success, the total populátion of the18 inissions in 1800 was 18,000, mostly Indian neophites.The humber of Spanish colnista directly concerned withthe developmeni of the missions or with the establishmentof homes for themselves is .nc4 known, but alrailable infor-mation is to the effect that except in New Mexico slight prog-ress was inide in colonization.
Finally Meico dealt- its independence of Spain in1821 with marked effects, especially upon the ,history ofCalifornia and Texas. The period of Mexican governors,-1821 to 1846, was marked in California by -the arrest inthe developmnnt of the missions and eventually by their-)
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SPANISH PEA KING CHILDILLN

decay as the result of the policy of the Mexican Government
The missions ceased legally to exist in 1833. The influence
of the mission style of ...architecture on public and private
buildings in California and tilt cultivation of the olive, the
orange, and the vine, brought from Spain and first raised
in connection with the missions, entitle thein to rank high
among Spanish contributions to the welfare of the State.
Moreover, the miR3ion edifices, preserved largely through
the interest of' the Landmarks Club of the State, have been
mainly responsible for the interest in and theslamour con-
nected with the Spanish occupancy of the 8tate.

The colonization of New MexiCo was quite different from
that of California, in fact fiom that of any of the other
States in our study. Doring a period of many years after
the date of the first permanent settlement in 1598, groups of
settlers came from time to time from Spain. For more than
200 years the descendants of these various groups, occupied
chiefly in farming and *grazing, lived, peaceably in great
measure, side by side with Indians who for many years
greatly exceeded them in numbers. In the case of the poorer
members of the groups a certain amount of intermarriage
with Indians took place. This was not the case.among the
members of the upper classes, who were represented to a
considerable extent. As the New Mexico of that day in-
cluded territory which many years later became a portion
of the present Stite of Colorado, a certain number of these
Spanish colonists settled in the future Colorado.

The early colonists in New Mexico showed considerable
talent in arts and crafts. The following statement is based
chiefly on a magazine article by the late Frank Applegate.'
The early colonists in New Mexico, " removed from their
sources of supply by 6 months of horseback riding in addi-
tion to the sea voyage ", brought with them only what could
be carried in saddlebags or in the crude solid-wheeled car-

,

retas drawn by oxen. Under these circumstances the .colo-
nine made many aiticles for use in their homes, including
furniture, and in so doing were " latgely influended by limi-

.

tations of tools and materiOs and by the arts and crafts of
I Applegate, Prank. Spanish colonial arts. larva Graphic, 19 : 1.51-157,

May 1981.
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SPANWI -With BINO CRILDRIN 8
the Indians ainong ,whom they settled." They made chestsof, native pine or stripsrof uatire tanned buffalo leather rang-ing in size from the tiny orkes used for holding small articlesto the huge chests used for storage of grain, bedding, cloth-ing, and church vestment& Weaving was an important
handicraft. The Spaniard learned the art of using finevegetable dyes from the Indians and used them to color de-signs on blankets, ceremonial garments, leather, and basims." From 1800 to 1850. Spanisha colonists employed NavajoIndian women to spin and weave blankets for them. These
women became in this way very proficient and carried theart back to the tribe, so that ever since these Indians havebeen famous for their weaving. S The fine artsreached their highest development among the Spanish colo-nists of New Mexico °in religious painting and carving inwood." The artists, not haviiig access to canvas or oils, usedfor a background " split panels from sections of sniooth-ained pine logs ", for there were no sawmills. A coatingof gypsum made a smooth, white surface. For paints _theyused Indian dyes.
Is 1836, 15 years after Mexico supplanted Spain, theAmericans in what is now Texas, numbering about onefourth of the populatioh, with the cooperation of Texans whohad immigrated thither from Mexico or whose immediate

ancestors were Mexicans, won the independence of Texasfrom Mexico. In 1845 Texas was admitted to the UnitedStates. Following the admission and in consequence of it,
war between the United States and Mexico ensued. The
'establishment of the present bimndaries of the five States
concerned in our study was a result( of the terms of the-
treaty closing the Mexican War in 1848, of the Gadsden
purchase, of the settlement of the western'claim to territory
made by Texas, and of tile cessiyn of certain portions ofNew Mexico to Colorado and Arizona in the- years follow-ing. As already indicated, the year 1863 marked the endof the early history of the region. At that time two Statm
governments, those of California and Texas, and threeTerritorial governments, those of Arizona, Colorado, andNew Mexico, had been organized in accordance with pro-
visions embodied in the United 8tates Constitution.
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Tall QVISTION OP listmrsotear

In the interests of clarification attention aliould be called
to the fact that Spanish-speaking people in the five States
in our study represent two groups each bf whih hits its
owri designation. One group composed of the relatively
Iaige numbers of immigrants rom Mexico and their de-
scendants wh have entered the re 'on subsequent to about
1850. They are known as Mexicans. The other group of
Spanish-speaking people is composed of descendants of
earlier Spanish .colonists who came directly from Spain
or from Spain by way of Mexico. These descendants are
so few in California, Arizona, and Texa8 that references to
them among the 101°01 population are rare in these States,
and the designation " Mexican " for all Spanish-speaking
pupils is in general use.

A different situation obtains in New Mexico. In the view
of edOcational leaders, with few excepOons the Spanish-
speaking poop: in the State are its of the early
colonist's. These leaders state that the number of people in
New Mexipo to whom the telam" Mexican " applies is neg-
ligible and that the term t` Spanish American "Jar "people
of Spanish desoent " will include thersn and ft the same time
be true to fact at far as the bulk of the Spanish-speaking
people itt concerned.' In Coloiado people solve tile problem
by using the designation " Mexin and Spanish American "
in referring to Spanish-spkih.: persons. A new dekigna-
lion, that of " bilingual people " is at present in limited use.,
especially in New Mexico, in referen0 to adults and pupils,
with Spinish as their mother totigue who aAr able to ex.
press themselves also in English, as a more correct desig-

ft nation than 'idler " Mexican " or " Spanish spesaking."

@Three obaervatices way be cadet (1) /Ls statistke ban not been com-
piled along 'this line, It would seem that no one 1a ti positlie to kiow with
'aecuracy bow many in the illpanish-apeaking population of Sew Waco ar
recent, arrivals from Mexico or the *descendants of comparatively recent immi-
grants, and thus illesitenb " as the term is used in other Static (2) It is
evident that census numerators have from the beglanini reported persons of
Spanish stock tn. Now Mexico as " Mexicans." (1) In the opinion of certain
educational and other _writers, Spanish Amerienns and- Mexicans are on. the
whole so stll&t in characteristics and is economic and eds.:MI*1ml status
that Do special sIgniacases attaches to the sae of one 4ssIgaapon Instead oi
the other.
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alumni - 811LA /LINO CRILDRIN

The uPeoof a distinctive term to refer to one element inthe popu1atio4 nectv1ari1y conpotes resori. to a similar ex-lent in the ca9e of the 'other element. Pupas in the fiveStatt.: of our study coming from homes in whjch English isthe spbken 15inguag:e are generally referred to in profe,s-
. siontil literature as "American pupils ", occasignally- as

"non-Mexic.an pupils or "it New Yexico "Anglos." InStates in which, Mexicans are white under the law, the useof " Mexican " and " 'other whites" is customary. In the
present publication an effort has beer mf;de to record uKage.f leis not our purpo'se to sttempt to change it. I Thus in eafh

- case we have tried to adhere to thA terminology used in
original reports upon which certain infornration is bioetl,or to th7e terminology of the educators coopPerating in a
particular portion of the study

-
I figs 111X7'IINT OP IDEVATIONAL PROBLEM

In order to .present some idea of the extent of the edu-
cational probleni involved irt, the education of Spanish-
speaking pupils in the five States of this kudy, infoematiori
is included based on data from the United States Byreau of
the Census. The tabulation of ()gums in table I is based on
the reports of the Bureau from 1890 tcl.)r 1930. The figuresgivi the tatal population and the fiumbrs abd distributionof the Mexican population-Id the five Statkis of our study.
The data for 1910 and 1920 differ from the data for 1890
and 1905 that tlie cerus_reports for 1910 and 1920 tabu-
lated an analysis of the vipul tion of Mexican stock.

s designation th!) reports.enurnerated separately
perrns boni in*Meiico and personA .bòrn in the United
States one or both of whose parents 'were born in* Mexico.
By this extehsion of inforAtion the 1910 and 1920 census
reports are more nearly in accord with tOe popular usage

2of the term " Mexican " than were former vports, and thus
give a better idea of the extent of the Mextzan population
in4lhe various Stites. The Fifteenth Census report (1980)
aimed to come still nearer to popular usage at departed
widely from the practice hitherto obseryttel and included

/Mexicans under a .separate heading in 'the gisneral iilaas of
5
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.-
" other races." This latest census report defines the desig- PaL

nation " Mexican " in the above enumeration as covering
ii persons of Mexican birth or partintage who were not defi-
nitely returned as white or Indiap in 1930."

TABui 1.-Total population cind Mexican population included in the
total in each of the S States included in our

%

Categories by year Arizona

-

California
..

Colored Newmatico
e

*Texas Total of
States5

.

1 I I i . i I 7

1890 ,

Total population
Population born in Mexico
Percentage of population born in

Mexico r
noo

rota! OpUlation
Population born in Mexico
Percentage of population born in

Mexico.
1910

'Tsai
Mexican stock ..

Born in Mule._
Mexican or mixed parentam _

Percent Maclean stock is 0 total
population

1920
Total
Mexkon stock 10

Born in Mexico
Mexican or mixed parentage_ _

Percent Mexican stock is of total
population

1930
TotaL
Mexican stock .,
Percent Mexican stock is of totia

population

59, i

11, 634

19.3

122, 931
14, 1

IL

2o4, 2M
51, 11e.
29, 46 .

21, i

25. 1

334, 1 .vi
91, 614
59, 824
E. no

27. 4

435, 573
114, 173

24. 2

1, 208, 130
7, 164
*
& 59

1, 485, 053
9, 086

0.6

3, 377, 549
51, 137
33, 444
17, 593

1. 5

3, a& 861
126, 086
85, 209
40. on

L 7

1, 677, 251
sea, ots

& &
%

412, 198,
607

(t14
.

630, 700
774

&06

790, 024
8, 330
2, 643

737

O. &

939, 629
141 533
10, 06ma

1. &

1, 035, 791
67,676

Lb

153, 503
, 4, 604

19

4
195, 310

I, 649

& 4

127, 301
21, 948
11, 918
10, 030

I. 7

NO, IMO
$4, OBS
19, 763
14, Me

all

423, 317
woo* 340

14.0

2, 2111, 523
11, 660

3. 3

S, 048, 710
71, 062

I S

',siesta
232, 920
124, 238
1011, 682

6. 9

4, 633, nts
NIL 17t.
24/1, an'
49, NS

& 5

6, 834, 715
CM 681

1L 7

4, 069, 064
75, 3M

L 9

4, 391, 706
101, 24$

. 1. 9

stpó_i, 670
ow, 437
101, 596
110, 742

4. 1

ii. 724, 230
664, 390
423,93.
140, 451

L S

1S, 396, 647
1, 282, 80

&

*arm

As indiCated by table 1, if the States are named i# order,
beginning with the lowest number according to total popu:
lation of Mexican stock, and so op, the order remains

UI tconstanti from 1910 to 1930, as follows : Colorado, New Mex-
ico, Arizona, California, and Texas. The relative percent-
age which the Mexican population was of the total State
population in each case remained constant from 1890 to 1980.
If the States are ranged in order op this basis, naming the
State with the smallest percentage of Mexicans first and
NC) on, the rder for 40 'years is: Colórado, California, Texas,
New Me , and Arizona. From 1890 to 1920 the States
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SPANI8H-8MA KING CHILDRZN . 7

maintained the samp rank order as to total popplation. Nam-
ing the State with the smallest ttial population first and so
on, the order is: Arizona, New nelico, Colorado, California,
and Texas. By 1939 New Mexico Inid lost its relittive plitce
to Arizona. It may be further noted that the Mexican pop-
ulatiqn increased faster in each of tile five States than did,
the total population during the perioq 1910 to 1930. This
increase, as represented by the varying percentages ...which
the Mexican population was of the total State population
in 1910 and in 1930, was so slight as to be ntgligible in
Arizona. In the remaining four States the increase was con-
siderable. The percefrtage of Mexicans in the Population
of New tiexico and Texas in 1930 waif; more than two times
and in California more than four times the corresponding
preen_ in 1910. It approximated 11 times4lhe 1910
percentage in Colorado.

In table 2 the Mefican. population of the five States is
analyzed so as to indicate somewhat the degree to which
it is urbanized and its relative concentration or general dis-
tribution throughout the States. data tabulated are
based on the 1930 report of the Unitéd States Censts Bureau.

,
e

TAB= 2.Distribution of Mexican population ámoso\oities of 25,000and more and among the counties in which ()less cities are locatedin the five southwestern States

.

State
of citiesnnnof 25"'""cw wore
in the
State

,

Number
of cities

In oolu
2 with100

?Amore

Number
uee in
which

cities in
column 3

are lo-
oated

mexican
popula-
tion incities in.
(Limited

umn 3

Percent
of total

Mexican
P°1)416-tion of
State In
cities in-
dicated
in ool-
umn 3

muicion
popuis.
tion' incounties

Indketed
in ow.

umn 4

Percent
of total

Mexican
walla"tion of
State in
counties
indicated

in col-
umn 4,.
/ g

.

1
,

s 8 e i I 7I_
Arizona_
California
Colorado
tzwallfolloo____ _ _ _

2
21
3
1

-16

2
20
3
1

15

2
14

A

1
14

18, ZS
174, 510
10, 794

610
215, Mile

16. 0
47. 4
18. 7

1. 0
31. 6

Op 587
291, 354

12, 962
1, 255

286, 796

W. 9
79, 3
2L I

2. 1
41. 0

As table 2 indicates, a considerable number and per-
centage of the Mexican population of the five southviestern
States are in the largest cities. This is especially true in the
case of California, the S.)ate with the greatest number of
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4

such cities, 21 in all, %Ltd measurably true of Texas, the
State ranking next tfl California in the number of large
cities, 16 in all. In order to obtain a more adequate idea
of the situation, corresponding figures for the number of
Mexicans in the counties containbig the cities of 25,000 and
more are given. By means of the latter the Mexican popu-
lation massed anitind the large cities is taken into consid-
eration. Almost four fifths of the Mexican population qf
California and a little more than two fifths of the Mexican
population of Texas are in the counties which include- the

%largest cities. Almost two fifths of the Mexican population
of Arizona are in the two counties which include the two
large cities and one fifth' of this population in Colorado ,

is in Denver County, which includes the city of Denver. The
following facts concerning the Mexican population in the
fifth State are important. Concentration of the Mexican....
population in the largest urban centers and in the counties
in which these centers -are located is not found to any great
extent in New Mexico. The one city with a population of
25,000 or more, Albuquerque, and the county in which it is
located have a comparatively small Mexican population. Of
the remaining six cities in the State with a total population
of 5,000 or more only two are in counties with a Mexican
population Of 2,00d or &ore. Nine of the 10 counties with
2,000 or more Mexicans in the population are in the southern
part of the State. Only 1 of the 9 'counties contains a city
of 5,000 or more, and that city, Las Crump, has a population
of less than 6,000.

In all the five States considered Mexicans are distributed,
although in small numbers in certain localities, throughout
the States as a whole. All counties in Arizona and New
Mexico, all but 1 in California, all but 8 in Colorado, and
all but 9 in Texas include Mexicans in the popuhition. No
(County in Arizona has fewer than 400, but in each of the
other States a number of counties have fewer tha4 this num-
ber. The respective numbers and proportions of the coun-
ties having fewer than 400 Mexicans are as follows: 20
counties in California, Or more than one third of the coun-
ties in the State; 84 in Colorado, or more thin .half; 18 in
New Mexico, or about two fifths; ahd 180 in Texas, or more
than half of the counties ii the Stet&
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EDUCAtIONAL PROGRAMS NOW IN OPERAtION

SCHOOL :fawn? p

The presentation in the following paraisi4lis includes a
discussion of problems met in efforts to provideschool build-
ings and rooms for Mexican pupils, various means devised
and recommended for meeting typical situations, the physi-
cal standarD: -8 nt by schools for Mexican children, and the
reaction of Mexicans to the question of separating Mexican
from other school pupils.

The Problem of the location and the adequacy in type
and number of school buildings and rooms for Mexican
pupils is, complicated by the fact diat prejudice has existed
and continues to exist (probably to a lesser extent now than
formeily) on the part of many American parents against-
sending their children to schools attended by Mexican chil-
dren. As it is against the law to segregate Mexican and
American pupils in all of the five States on the grounds of
race or nationality, the segregation, if achieved arbitrarily,
must be based on another ground. The reason generally
given for segregation is connected with the educational needs
and lacks peculiar to Mexican children. One of the earliest
expressions of authoritative opinion on the question of iegre-
gation is found in the Texas educational survey report,'
which states:

. on pedagogical grounds a veley good fleet can be mad for
egregation' the early grades. In the opinion of the survey staff,it is wise' to segregate, if it is done oi educational grounds, and
results b distinct efforts to provide the non-English-speaking pupilswith specially trained teachers and the necessary special training
resources. This suggestion is not always a practical one, especially
in the small school.

This advice is offered with reluctance, as there is danger that it
will be misunderstood by some. By others it may be seized upon as
a means of justifying the practices now obtaining in some communi-
ties. i1 some Instances segregation has been used for the purpose of
giving the Mexican children a shorter school year, inferior Windings
and equipment, and poorly paid teachers.

T145 question frequently takes care of itself in cities. No
friction arises u to the location of schools attended by
Mexican children in Odes in which a considerable percent-

Waft, George L. Texas educational survey %port, vol. vill. Generalreport. Auptin, Tat, Texas educational survey commission, 1925. p. 218.
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10 SPANISH-EIPEAKINO CHILDRIN

age of the population is of Mexican stotic, provided, as gen.
erally happens, the Mexican group lives by itself in a cer-
tain wigil-defined section of the city knowiras " the Mexican
quarter." In these cases the selection of a site for the
school in proximity to the pupils' homes solves the vexed
question of segregation without arousing antagonism, and
the school voften becomes a " 100 percent Mexican school."

Angeles is a case in point. A citation follows from a

r written by a supervisory official of this city :

Our educational theory does not make an7 racial distinction be-
tween the Mexican and native white population. However, pressure
from white residents of certain sections forced a modification of this
principle to the extent that certain neighborhood schools have been

placed to absorb the majority of ihe Mexican pupils in the district.
Neighborhood schools, u the term is used in Los Aigeles, are Schools

o situated that a foreign language is spoken in from 76 to 100 permit
of the homes.

In many cities certain groups of Mexicans live in segre-
gated sections; others are scattered throughout a number of
sections. Typical of such a situation is the following: Of 8
elementary school buildings, 2 are attended by Mexicans
only because of residence; in 2 the attendance is 50 percent
Mexican; in 1, it is 25 percent Mexican ; while the remaining
3 enroll only an occasional Mexican child. Non-Mexicans in
the schools enrolling mixed groups occasionally mote to
other neighborhoods, insist on the establishment of gepartite
classes, or if neither of these measures is possible, acquire a
more tolerant attitude toward tip situatiön.

The question is apt to be more troublesome in small than
in large school systems in which non-Mexican children pre-
dominate but in which the Mexican group is large enough
to require separation, át least in the lower grades, and so

irregular in attendance that provision which is ample dur-
ing some school months becomes inadequate as to rooms
and number of teachers during others. Overcrowding or a
pomplete change in organization and number of teachers
employed is inevitable, and the former too often Is consid-
ered the most feasible solution.

In the 1-teacher school enrolling, say, 20 American and
15 Mexican pupils, the case is a still more difficult one to
handle., The exigencies of the situation may prevent the
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8PAN1811-111M4ILINg CHILDREN 11

organization of separate classes to meet the special needs
of Mexican pupils. The teacher has seldom received special
preparation for teaching them. Her plight is a difficult
one and her reaction to it what might be expected. In
classes made up Of Englis*h-speaking and Spanish-speaking
primary children the teacher is likely to spend her major
effort on leading the former group to make progress. She
need, not fear criticism for the failure of the latter, and she
would be apt to meet with it for failure of the former.
The dual teaching load prevents the acquisition of skill in
teaching Mexican children which comes as a byproduct
of the interest which Meiican children in a group by them-
selves so frequently arouse in city tachers. Even experi-
enced teachers in situations similar to the foregoing fre-
quently admit that they are able to do little for the school
pro. of the Mexican children. The failure of teachers
to he p Mexican pupils to use their school time to advantage
results all too often in the .41opment among them of
many unpleasant characteristi-: Mexican pupils in small
schools enrolling both Mexicans and non-Mexicans fre-
quently bear little resemblance to the alert, friendly, indus-
trious Mexican children one sees in sçme city schoolrooms
where conditions are favorable.
. As a matter of general practice 'in city or c9untry wher-
(Svilr it is" feasible to maintain separate schools for Mexican
children in the lower grades or in lieu of this to organize
separate classes for their instruction the one or the other step-
is taken. In the opinion of many experienced teachers and
supervisors the fourth or fifth is the grade at which separate
instruction for Mexican pupils should ensit They say in
effect "After completing the fourth or fifth grade Mexican
pupils; even at the risk of having farther to go to reach
school, should be educated with other white children. If
the teachers in these early grades have done their work well,
Mexican pupils should be able to talk and understand En-
glish with considerable ease and use books with some facility
by the time they finish the fourth or fifth grade. If this
condition obtains, the pedagogical reason foi separate teach-
ing can no longer be urged. If 'c'n pupils are to be
stimulated to desire an education and to remain in school
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SPANISE-SPEALKINO CHILDREN

willingly, the advantvres of having other whit as their
classmates is very evident." Theoretically ti--Q opinion ex-

pressed abCve seems sound. Practically, however, so few

Mexican pupils reach the upper elementary grades that the
opinion has not to date received much of a test.

A citation from the conclusions as to advantages and
disadvantages of segregation reached by one investigator
follows:

Evidently .hiezi do not pioilt much by associating on

the playground with American children. In tact, in a mixed school
the two nationalities dci not associate much. Mexican children form
their own ball teams and do not want to play with American chil-
dren. Unless carefully watched, Mexican children speak Spanish
altogether in their play. American parents tell their children not
to play with Mexicans xuE---2 of tbe danger of vermin. Tile ma-

jority of playgroury2 ."Eucultiez in the Mexican hooL are due to
the difference in nationality. Better are
secured in Mexican schools than in mix schcxìls. A Magda

which should be taught to Mexican children are very familiar to
American children. In a mixed echool the tc---zi2her
lem that what the Mexican children need the Ameri= childri-----rg do

not need and what the American children need is beyond tt_4--
of Mexican children.

el,_.er segregation m-e 'Its in the =me tensile. of high.
or low physical standar& in schools enrollinz only Mexi-
cans depends upon various factors. In localiti in which
the English-speing population meets hint standards in
the type of school built] maintained for its own chil-

dren and has developed a favorable attitude towqrd the
need of providing adequate educational facilities for the
Spanish-speaking population, buildijigs and rooms as-
signed- for the use of the latter meet similar high standards.
School-board members upon whom resporLsrbilities along
this line chiefly rest generally reflect the prevailing public
sentiment. Occasionally instances are found in witich mem-
bers of local school boards prove unwilling 'to treat the
Mexican school population u well as many of the school
patrons would like in regard to quarters amigned to their
use.

4 Parr, Santee Nadia. A emparafts study of Modem awl Mier-Pan
children in as achc--,12_ of San Antonio, Tu. Ma~s- dims, MIL. VW:M.
de-7 of Chig=m-n Chte=w1
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Local school boards composed of Spanish-speaking tnem-
bers, bdue to their lack of acquaintance with acceptable build-
ing standards and the low economic status of the distriCts
they frequently represent, seldom provide even as good
school buildings for their children as do Engli:sh-speaking
boards in bilingual districts.

Sometimes the question of 'segregation of Mexican chil-
dren causes so much feeling that recourse is taken to the
law. Generagy speaking, however, Mexicans have accepted
proposals looting toward the segregation of Mexican school
children withat demur. The following account of protest
on their part is cited from an article entitled, " Segregation
of Mexican Children ", which appeared in El Nacional, a
daily paper published in Mexico, City, September 6, 1931:

In Union Grover t1iL, lparents of 75 Mexican children were
ni-tine4 by school authorities that their4children, who had up to that
time attended the -mule whoa as that attended by other whites,
should in the future attend a school destined exclusively for Mexicans.
School trustees responsible for this action justified it by stating
that they had established such separation in order to facilitate the,
acquisition of the English language on the part of Mexican children.
In spite of the protest of Mexican parents, the school authorities
stood their ground. Meanwhile the Mexican children did not attend
any school. The case finally went to the courts. The judge decided
in favor of the complainants, and the Mexican children were read-
mitted to the Klmi from which they had been excluded. Prior to
rendering his dedsion pie Judge " I understand that some
children might be separated if they need special instruction in order
to improve their situation but to separate in a group, all the Mexi-
orate would, be to inVinge the laws of California. I believe that this

ties deprives the Mexican children of tbe presence of American
children which la so iietelsary for them in order to learn English."'

mamma minim AND MATBRIALEI

Teaching materials adequate in amount and of the right
kind for Mexican children are conspicuously absent. This
is the testimony of teachers,--verified by observation and by
special studies of the situatipa made in the Southwestern
States.

Lack of suitable material adapted to enlarge children's
exppxiencz---;-is and to. promote reading readiness, of carefully
selected tt-xt6-- ad pt(A to much andto easy reading, and the
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14 SPANISH-81MA NO CHILDREN

like, are of even more than the usual importance among
non-English-speaking children or chirdren of "hon-English-
speaking parents. The laws of learning demand that 'such
equipment as objects or pictures be at hand when their
names are taught and that teachers and children participate
in activities of many kinds and talk about their rform-
ances, if young learners are to acquire the ability to use a
language, whether theii mother tongue or, as in the case of
these children, a second language.

Four publications' based on studies designed to overcome.

the difficulties generally experienced in teaching foreign-
la4guage-speaking children during their first school yeir
are summaiized below. In the summary they are given,
numbers to correspond with the order of their enumeration
in the footnote. The Tucson course of study is no. 1, the
Texas bulletin, no. 2, the California guide for teachers, no.
3, and the New Mexico course of study is no. 4.

Publication no. 1 presents a vocabulary selected to meet
the needs of the children during their first school year, in-
dicates desirable equipment to lx3 secured, and outlines
methods by which pupils gain an English vocabulary which
prepares them throudh activities and blackboard reading
for the texts which are to follow. The equipment reotom-
mended includes a large collection of objects, toys, charts,
and pictures, collected and midi by teachir and

Publication no. 2 contains classified and alphabetical lists
of words " for which the child will have the greatest im-
mediate need * * * when he is taught first to expreis
himself about his little world of school and home." Words
selected as minimum ess-entials are differentiated from those
selected for a more extensive list General objectives and
standards of attainment are given for each of the L three

None. Teaching beginners to pk ling Usk. A course of way fOr
non-Engl ab-sp--eakinff children and a manual for teachers. Zd es. Tucw,

Tucson puWic echo-NAB, 1923.
Texas, State de ariment of education. A course in English for nor-English-

Weaking pupils, Grades Austin, Tez.. State department of luratkake
Bulletin No. 2ß8 vol. VI, no. 2, February .tegia.

California. ;_m-r-t,t-lient of education. A guide for teacher of Waning
non-English-spra_Ing Sacrament% IIL, State detzartent of edw
cation. Bulletin No. 8, Ap----r. 15, left

Hughes, Made M. Tesching a standard Enetab vocabulary with 'initial
reading instruction. Sainte Fe, N. Ws., State department of *duration, 19331.
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SPANISH-SPEAKING CHIIIIRIN 15

grades; speech errors and devices for otercoming them are
considired and type reading lessons included.

Pusblication no. 8 is the result of material developed, eval-
uated, and organized by a group of rural school 'supervisors
under the direction of a member of the State department
of education. It offers specific suggestions for the removal
of speech difficulties and for developing facility in language
expression through activities relating to health, play, and
music. The wqrds in the basic speaking vocabulary in-
chided are classified under 13 heads and checked with the
words in the Thprndike, Gates, Horn and Corti, and Neal
a.1(1 Storm lists.

Publication no. 4 is based upon results of a study in Dona
Ana County, N.Mex., in which first-grade teachers cooper-
ated with the county supervisor. The outcome was this
course of study designed to provide children with a mean-
ingful verbal vocabulary taught through units of activities
of nonreading type requiring many excursions and related
to die tome, the farm, the community, the school, literature,
and the play life of 'children. The publication discusses
room equipment, including the use of such' i as a bulletin
board, easels, paper of virious kinds, toys, pictures and
posters, and books for the library ; and room organiiation
with r sample daily program for each of three types of
situationspre-first grade alone, pre-first grade with one or
more additional grades, and the 1-room ochool.

An account of an experiment in San Antonio, Tex., to
adapt material and methods to meet the needs of more than
50 percent of the children in the lower grades of that city
who come from homes where English is not spoken includes
this statement :

Our problem then was, by means Qi ictivities that grew out of their
experiewee, to give the children a practical vocabulary that they
could', use in expressing their need, and tp build up meanings to
serve as a background for reading. The source of material
was the child himself. his pets, toys, games, his school, his home, and
community activities. Children must be trained to think fn
English, not through the translation of their own language. ,First-
hand experiencus through excursions, dramatic play, objects, and

s Neal, Mina L Adapting the curriculum to non-lieglieh-epeaking children.
The onentary ¡DO& Review, 6 : 182-489, September 1929.
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16 sPANISH-SrEAKIN0 CRILDRiN

pictures are neat daily in developing each 41 moo n unit.
convers9tion is planned definitely In order that the reading vcvabu-
lary may be introduced orally and interwoven into the child's con-
versation.

There is no doubt in the mind of one rekit-a t obseiver that
the young Mexican children in the primar 'grades of San
Antonio have a good time in connection withlearnina to
read. It may be stated at this point tiat the spirit of happi-
nesg so conducive to learning to read does not obtain in some
other classes visited, in which teachers prodded uncompre.
hending children to " read the next seitence!'.priourto pre-
paring them to do it.. Surely the use of mechanical methods
is riot the way to introduoe underprivileged children to the
wonderland of reading.

Children in San Antonio delight to help their teachers
make bookletl. The teacher furnishes the text, composed of
words already taught in class, and the children furnish suit-
able. drawings in color. It is difficult to tell which they en-

. joy more, the art products of their classmates or the related
sentences. These bookie with titiu denoting excursions
made by the class, such as " The Farm " and " Our Picnic ",
are kept on reading tables in the find-grade rooms and eagerly
stImght by individual children who read them silently, or
better, orally, to an interested pupil or other listener. A
few typical sentences are given below :

Faber took the family to the. farm.
Father drove the automobile.
Uncle Pe4r-0 has a fine farm. -

Carlos dug potatoes from the grounti.
Uncle Pedro gave the pigs corn.
We played games in the park.
We fed the gold fish.
The children eaw a squirrel climb a tree.

A report' of a promising exixriment to meet
instructional needs- of a group of from 80
.11Tican pupils (Kam from Burbank, Card.'

The school authorities found that over a ..z 1L-----,4

LPVLiv1 the
to vt, yQflflg

years few 'Mexican pupils promoted from
were able to do the work

V Foster, !kola O.
rnulish children of p
rk--.----f-emher 1931.
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To prevent the annual cuîuenc of this situation unit plan
for use in the fimi three grades hi recently been oeN
which will enable the pupils to fit into the school situation
at about fourth-grade level. The execution of the plan iaentrusted to WI activity teacher and to two subject-matter

'teachers. The activity teacher has charge of a large work-
room in which at all diva of the day one half of the Mex-
ican pupils are assembled. This teacher keg-xi her large
group employed on projects and activities that swm to her
best suited to teach them how to lire and work in a group.
All school entrants are as__-;ig-ned to the first-grade teacher,
who by pictures, dramatics, and similar objctive means sup-plements the activity work. This first-grade tencher
" watches for the dawn of understanding, then little b"little she initiates formal instruction in the thme Wa." As
soon as individual children c-an take a primer and workbook
and deNnd in part upon themselves they are sent on tothe third teacher. She L-egina the process of evaluation androunding out of subjmt-matter achievement, and building
up of vrealineee, in preparation for the more formal situa-
tion of the regular grade work which is to follow,

No more than 25 childrr-n are assigned a subject-matter
teacher at one time. T teachers individualize tleir in-.

ft_c: much &s pGsib1e As means to this end they
books and home-made drill and prac-

individual pupil needs. The results
aa reported to date affect lneficia1Jy the Mexican children,
the other chilcim and the taxpayers. " The Mexican chil-
dren keep their self-rzswet and find-whool a happy place."
So do the other children prozress is no longer ham-
pered by a.group of . a1

1) times mishievous
children --E.410 are so be---:_zau&-e they quite litra11v do not ' knowwhat it i= all MAL' " The taxnavers ar a&v«j e ex Er__ms-,
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brief stAtement u to the present eat* of art initructicm 4

among *Spanish-speaking _pupils, the testimony of social
workers. travelers, historians, professional educators, and
others along this line is cited.

Comparatively few Mexican pupils have the advantage
of a school environment conducive to the discovery and
development of their artistic tastes. To date in only a com-
paratively few of the many primary schoolrooms enrolling
Mexican pupils are eageis and an accompanying supply of
large fiheets of paper provided in order that -pupils with
the urge to express themselves through color, tine,. and form
may quiefly leave their seats, go to the artists' corner, and
paint fr* pictures which result on these easel canvases,
in an exceptional city like San Antonio. for instance, suggest
the widespread possession of at least some artistic talent
tnd jo; in its exercise. Few school systems provide so
stimulating an opportunity, but the minimum essentials,
paper and crayola, are almobi universally provided for use
by pupils at their seats and with happy results. Watchinic
the distribution of drawing materials and the quick reiction
of Mexican pupils to them in a certain primary schoolroom
in Ariz° a recent observer noted a decidéd contrast be-
tween the readiness of these pupils to begin an Weil

111.01111111111.--
ren,

-1gruaing a niimber with little school experience or knowl-
edge of English, demonstrated that they fait at honxt with
crayola and paper. They began without delay to give ex-
pression to their mental pictures. °So rapidly did they work
that, watching the panorama of this group of Mexican chil-
dren absorbed in what was to them unmistakably a delight,-
ful occupation, their faces aglow with the light of achieve-
ment, the observer recalled involuntarily the words of Stev-
enson, " Whoeo loves the labor of any art, apart from ques-
tions of gain or loss, the gods have calkd him."

Robert N. McLean stated at the National Conference of
Social Work, 1929, " The Mexican worker has a sensitiveness.
for tone and color which would make of him a real, asset
if our racial superiority did not prevent us from seeing it.
No Mexícan can live without his 'mink. In our &Mk
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schools many techer s deciam ailt in handwork. in sit. in
music, the children of thew Meaican laborers exctl."

Charles A. ThonDA-m, in an addrs at the National Con-
ferenm of Social Woik, 1928, in considering the Mexican's
potential abihties,as an artist, sta ted, " That his spirit hasexpreti itself in the beauty of his potteny and 41 ankets
and folk wav8 can be taken as an indication that ¡here issmething unconquerable about his hungry 'soul."

Hubert C. Herring, executive director of the Committee
on Cultural lit-list:Ions with- Latin Au-writ-a:states in Reli-
gious Education, February I NI :

The tiexician immigrant may be PAPmeitt of an expert at pottery
making, or textile weaving, but when he CN'tilif tO OW United Stat(
he most 'start oveT &saki an a common laborer. His all r;.18 are ncrt
marketable here. The provision of technicTil training for the newly
arrirod ImmtgrantA ro.glit prepare many of thrill for more resnu-
nwrative a

Writers who are most insistent in their contention that
Swiah-fpeaking children are gifted along art lines atid
should have ample opportunity to develop these gifts' point
to cild Mexico. To quote a recent

Rxm-4 perhaps to isolated communities to Roods or some of the
central Eurcix-an ecnintrka, there Es bo land left on earth whet', theartistic urge ztrAIng as it is In Mexico, where it compels a whole
rake to express its matton tu line, in form, and in color.

Whether tbis natianal gift of artistic erpriAsKion le hemad t.ry tothe Indian *Wain or in the Simnigi, or whether it is bora of the union
of tkotb would be hard& to say. Mexicin ardus of pore and mixed
LAcrxi alike w-1'm all of the conviction that their art of today springsfrom the remote past of their land and is of Aztec, Toltec, and Maya
origin:

In Mexico artistic
tx7=1 _hriwnt to life.
taxm aged in c and
the prcpbets of the
that Mexican youth
valved stein of
em=

expression is no pleasant pastIme, no mere et».
It is a holy rnMon, and as such it must be en-
young, r-rtic-ularis in the young w ho are to be
future. So the ofiScials wboae duty it is to see
is taught what will best tit It for life have

an trainins: that other nations might profitably

It would seem too that the early his-tory of New Mexico
india .: the probability of an

g warms, !hues. SberAfer. Pow Mexican

istic endowment among

children learn to draw% The
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present-day inhabitants of Spanish descent. Page 2 of
the present publication contains a brief statement of the
achievements of the early colonists of New Mexico in the
arts and crafts. " Furniture making practically ceased with
the influx of Americans. The early comers among diem
showed a vast intolerance and contempt of everytiling Span-
ish-colonial an& imparted this attitude to the natives.'"
" The invading Americans led tx) the decay of the arts and
.erafts: * * * The year,1927 mar : a revival of Spanish-
colonial arts in New Mexico." " Since then the non-Spmish
element has become interested in Ee;euring authentic repro-
ductiens of old pieces from native workmen. " It is pathetic
to see the renewal of happiness and .Talf-meezet of the older
workers in finding their handicrafts, so long despised, wel-
comed and appreciated."11 A permanent collection of old
pieces illustrating the best designs hag been establi-e:ne---d by
the Colonial Ares Society at Santa Fe: The State Uni-
versity of New Mexico has become actively identified with
this rtnaissanoe and offers extension courses to teachers in
the folonial arts. These teachers hold an annual exhibit
at Ituquerque of the articles they have made. In a build-
ing adjacent to the one in which the exhibit is held spleidid
old examples of the colonial arts -have been assembled and
artistically arranged. Collections of the kind mentioned in
Santa Fe and Albuquerque offer incentives " to sustain the
native strain of invention and artistry."

Occasionally one meets with the expression of an entirely
unfavorable point of view, as in the cage of a school
in Los Angeles who states in e." recent communication :

" Mexicans may have abilities and appreciations whic
them to give a simple beauty to their homes and utensils- in
their 'home environment. Here in Los Angeles, however,

lead

such 'esthetic expression seems to have Wen lift behind."
The queetion is important enough to &serve careful

study. A begininng as made.
D.A.

*Op. cit. Frank Applegate.
" Austin, Mary4 Mexicans and New Ahem Survey Orapbic, 19:141-445,

May 1081. See ale---v by the same author, eipalish-colestal turnishinp in New
Mexico. Antiques, 28: 46 49, February NU.

ti Op. cit. frank Applegat
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Alberta Stoltz and H. T. Manuel port; an experiment "
to submit to a test the hvp-oth-ct4is that Mexican children
are more artistic than -children of ordinary English-s
ing. stock. They admiiiistered the Meier-Seashore Art
Judgment Tint and the McAdory Art Achievement Test to 83
Mexican and 103 non-Mexican children enrolled i6 the same
classes in a junior high school in San kntonio. The results
of the experiment failed to demonstrate the truth of the
hypothesis. Mexican and other white children attained+2_
so nearly the same standard that the experimenters consid--7
ered the results (which were below standards !ietached else-
where) to be inconclusive. The Mexican children made
their best relative showing on colors ahd textiles and cloth-
ing and their poorest on furniture and utensils.

A second experiment along somewhat similar lines, in
the opinion of the experinenters, yielded more conclusive
evidence- as to the point at issue. -

Manuel anid Hughes " had drawings previously used by
Mrs. Hughes in a study of intelligence examined from the
standpoint of their quality as drawings. They were graded
by a supervisor of drawing and a former teacher of drawing
on the basis of the Thorndike scale. The report of the
experiment presents data on (1) the correlation between
intelligence and drawing, and (2) on a comparison of the
relative Abilities of Mexican and non-Mexican children.
The investigators conclude that. inteVigence . and drawing
ability are closely related insofar as they are measured by
the technic adopted. Average ability of Mexican children
both in intelligence and drawing compares favorably, grade
for grade, with that of other children. A comparison by
ages is less favorable. * * The belief * * * that
Mexican children tate gifted in drawing and hand work is
not supported by a comparison of the scores atany age level.
It may be that the apparent talen1 of Mexican children in
draining is largely a matter of training and interest or else
that the test used in this study is not a suitable one to reveal
their ability.

Molts, aSti Manuel, ..P4 T. The art ability of Mexican children.
School and !bidets', 34 :879-3N, Sept. 12, 1981.

32 Manuel, H. T. and Hughes, Lois S. The intelligence and drawing ability
of young Meilean children. Journal of Applied Psychology, August 1932.
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In conclusion: Evidence available strongly suggests that
pupils so eager, as are practically all members of the group
concerned in this study, to undertake pictorial representa-
tion should be given every opportunity to develop their po-
tentialities, be they few or many. Here is a phase of edu-
cation in which Spanish-speaking pupils are certainly not
handicapped. Here they feel equal to others and quickly
demonstrate their equality. As a means to arouse their en-
thusiasm for a more extended period of school attendance
than that of which they at present avail themielves, em-
phasis on art instruction in the case of Spanish-speaking
pupils would seem to be indicated. The question of any
special endowment on their part along art lines remains an
open one and may not be settled in the immediate future.
Fortunately, hundreds of teachers with opportunities to ob-
serve Spanish-speaking pupils closely and sympathetically
are interested in the matter and may be counted on to con-
tribute to its settlement, including cooperation with research
studenis in the conduct of carefully made studies to deter-
mine the extent of the possession of special talent.

TEACHER TRAINING AND SUPERVISION

The scope of this study does not permit of a survey of
the qualifications and training of the teachers nor of
courses offered in the teacher education institutions in the
territory under consideration.

It is thought, however, that alttention should be called
(1) to the paramount importance of employing teachers
specifically prepared to do the iype of work demanded;
(2) to the fact that to date not much effort on the part of
teacher-preparing institutions to offer a specific type of
preparation has been made so far as information is avail-
able; (3) to the additional fact that, in general, teachers
of Spanish-speaking children receive little supervisory
guidance; and (4) to a noteworthy experiment now in
progress the findhigs of which maylo a long way in furl
nishing guidance along the lines of appropriate teacher
education and supervision of teachers of Spanish-speaking
children.
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SPANISH 8 KING CHILDREN 23

(1) School administrators ppreciating the many psycho-
logical and sociological factors entering into the situation,
in addition to the educational factors always present, are
inclined to think it would be wise to increase the number
of Mhxican teachers in schools predominantly Mexican, but
to dite Mexican candidates for teaching positions are rare,
due chiefly to the fa,ct that few Mexican Pupils entei high
school. Mexican young people end their education long
Imf re they have laid the foundation for taking a teacher-
prepa tory course.

An attempt was made through the use of ,a questionnaire
to determine the number and proportion of Mexican teach-
ers included in the teaching staff in 10 selected counties and
cities in the 5 States studied. According to replies received
from respondents, the total number of teachers in 7 counties
is 2,820. This number includes 26 Mexicans. Replies from
9 cities gave the total number of teachers as 2,055, including
32 Mexicans. That teachers familiar and sympathetic with
the cultural and social background of their pupils have an
advantage over others without this background argues the
wisdom of increasing the number of teachers of Mexican
stock in schools attended by pupils of the same 'stock as
early in the future as is consonant with the various other
factors which must be considered.

The matter of specific preparation for teachers of Mexi-
can pupils has received attention in reports of school sur-
veys, as indicated below. In the Texas educational survey "
we find:

The survey staff believes that provision should be made for giving
special consideration to the training of teachers for work with non-
English-speaking groups of children. * * The State should un-
dertake the preservice training of teachers for this specialized field
of service, not only for the benefit of the sMaller places, but because
it has no rizht to expect San Antonio, El Paso, and other places to
conduct such training at local expense.

Dr. Emil Larson, of the tniversity of Arizona, in report-
ing a survey of the schools of Pima County, Ariz., states: 28

Data defiling with the teaching staff raise the question
of the Possibility of giving future teachers as a part of their pre-

s Op. cit. Bee footnote 28. D. 88-
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ervice preparation work leading specifically to efficiency in teaching
Mexicans. This is especially applicable to Pima County,
where approximately 70 percent of the rural school pupils are
Mexican.

In connectión with this survey 58 teachers reported the
titles of their preservice professional courses. These titles
indicated that a number of teachers employed to teach in
the rural schools of the county received much of their pre-
service professional preparation in çourses dealing with the.
history and philosophy of education, the principles of sec-
ondary education, methods of teaching high school subjects,
and the like. Courses designed_espeeially to fit joung people
to teach Spanisiwrigking elementary grade pupils were
not reported.

(2) Practically áll officials interviewed concerning pre-
service pteparation of teachers they employ for positions
teaching Spanish-speaking children readily admitted the
lack of definite pre-service preparation ou the part of in-
experienced teachers and expressed freely their regret at this
lack. Ciinflicting opinions were given as to whether or not
promss is shown in the attention teacher-preparing institu-
tions give to this specific problem. In a few teacher-prepar-
ing institutions a number of prospective teachers have an
opportunity to teach Mexican pupils in practice classes.

(3) The seriousness of the situation presented in the pre-
ceding paragraphs depends in considerable measure on the
presence or absence of facilities _tor in-service teacher prep-
aration. These facilities depend chiefly ,on the extent to
which elementary gr.ade supervisors are emiloyed through-
out the region colisidered. According to information avail-
able in this oce, in 192940 in 52 cities of 25,000 or more
and in 65 smaller cities elementary grade supervisors were
employed. These- supervisors, with only three exceptions,
were employed in cities in which there is a considerable
Spanish-speaking population. In these cities and in others
not reporting suixrvisors doubtless principals of elementary
schools render assistance to teerAers in meeting the spxial
needs of Spanish-speaking pupils.

The supervision of rural schools by professionally Pre,
pared supervisors employed. to assist county superintendents
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California provides for ,_,ate-
`de rural school supeiviîon. Arno'na and Colorado em-

ploy io rural school suvervisors. New Mexico has provided
for supervision in 1 and Texas in 9 counties in each of which
there are or more Mexins. In these four States a tbtal
of 158 counties, excluding those in which cities of 25,000
and niore are located, have 400 or more Mexicans in their
population. It is evident, theref?re, that supervisory as-

ance by professionally prepared supervisors is available
-in these four States in only 10 out of 1&3 counties, or in

out 6 percent of those in special need of it far as the
educati6n of Mexican. pupils is concerned.

'rhe foregoing information would seem to warrant the .

foilowinff conclusion : In a considerable number of cities.jjbjitd among all nve States, teachers co4.ronte wit
the many difficult ra-trucuon problems obtaining in
schools enrolling a number of anish-speaking pupils have
an opportunity to consult rvisory officers charged with
responsibility ftvende them assistance. 'In rural areas
in Azisona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas/little of this
much-needed supervisory guidance and assistance is
available.

No definite, taent can h made as to the extent to
wrich the meager specific pre-service preparation received

teachers of Spaniqh-sivealon. chliaren especially in the
many school in which this preparafion is not sup-
piementzd by supe usistanez of the appropriate typo,
is responsible for the regrettable educational cofiditions
which often exkit. From theoponsiderable body of tkAi-
mony available in, educational literature on the value of
specific preparati*for the field of teachipg ipon which
young perso!ls enter and of employing adequWiy prepared,supervisors to m.,Ji teachers in the ol murex-
tion it seems safe to assume that remedial activities planned
to better the conditions obtaining at present in many places
in regard to the education of Spsnishspeaking pupils
should _
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(4) The noteworthy experiment" to which reference was
made above is sponsored by the University of New Mexico.
The school of education of this university has undertaken
the experiment in the_ hope that it will shed light on the
question of the type and amount of education most appro-
priate for Spanish-speaking pupils and will make a signifi-
cant contribution along the lines of pre-service and in-service
preparation of teachers of these pupils. For the purpose'
in mind the county school authorities gave the university
permission to use the San Jose School, advantageously sit-
ua e a few miles from the university. Thus did the San
J School, in Bernalillo County, become in September 1930

San Jose Training .Schöol, organized to facilitate
e perimentatioh.

There is a definite wurance that the experiment will con-
tinue for at least 5 years. During this period the director
of the school, Dr. Lloyd Tireman, a professor of educatimi
in the university, the principal, Mr. Sininger, and the teach-
ers, will bend their utmost efforts to ascertain at first hand
the effectivehess of good teaching supplemented by adequate
use of carefully selected educational materials and methods,
such as (1) administration and interpretation of standard-
ized tests at regular intervals; (2) a generims supply pf
appropriate books and maguines for the teaching of read-
ing and for thp acquisition of the ding habit; (3) the
use of activities to teach longer curriculum units which will
fit as intigral parts into the requirements of the State course
of study ; (4) provision for many " glorious hours " iii which
music, art, and drama, including puppet shows and pagean0
based on real life, folklore, history, and literature, will call
forth creative efforts 6f pupils; and (5) such adaptation oil
the teachiligOf fine and industrial arts as will furnish teach-
ers an opportunity to discover land direct lateniNtalent and

as The school is a cooperative enterprise which has enlisted ,tbe services ofvarious officials and boards. The State and county boards of education havefrom the beginning cooperated in every way possible. The university leadersin tbe project were fortunate enough to obtain a grant from the GmeralEducation Board and one from Senator Bronco Cutting to supplement thecontributions which the county under the law continued to make. Froptulle made available by the Pea-a-tare the 3Ujte board of education, has madean apprápriation for the school under the rms of which a certain fixedamount will be available for emit of 8 yc.-2rs ginning with the school year
1982-88.
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ride Le pils as a whole to wise use of talents
in the circumstances under which they live in this country.

The work in the teaching of reading is especially note-
worthy. During the 2 years of the existence of the school
Dr. Tireman and Mr. Sininger have exerted themselves (and
with marked sucze%s) to lead hitchers in the training school
to use effectively the results of modern research in reading
instruction and to assist pupils to apply the information
gained through reading to the mastery of tile other studies
in the curriculum; to maki the training school a center in
which liberal supplies offeasy appropriate reading materials
in keeping with pupils' interests will entice them to become
wide and appriciative readers.

Work in progress reveals' teachers, principal, and di-
rector have preserved !open minds while continuing to apply
themselves to aopiring. the special knowledge needed in
order to intelligently guide the education of'Spanish-speak-
ing pupils.

The school maintains a lower and an upiy5r kindergarten.
Pupils enter the former at 4 years of age and the latter at

yean- and 9 months. As in every modern kindergarten,
children move about freely, build, oixserve, play, listen, sing,
and accompany aegis activities with mdch conversation
under the direction of stimulating teachers. The San Jose
kindergarten teachers have, however, an additional respoti-
sibility: In the majority of kindergartens enterine children
have already learned to speak a few huhared English words
and to understand several hundred. The teacher has as
her language objective more exact use of the vocabulary
possessed and its extension through appropriao contexts.
In the San Jose kindergarten the teachers must first teach
children to undeistahd and speak the language of their
country. Progreiis has been made, but the faculty have not
been_ age to realize all their visions. One unrealized vision
relates to the teaching of English. The director of the
paii)ol states " no (Ina knows how best a child can acquire
English." He would like to install a microphone w.ich
would catch the natural conversations oi the ci--iilditen arid
record them. These records would make possible a corn-
parboil of progress at the end of cei-Lan time intrvøi and
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would provide an excellent opportunity io note improve-
ment; they might even prove helpful in sliggesting eff ve
ways of teaching English to children from non-Eng
speaking homes. The Microphone has not to date been in-
stalled. However, teachers keep lists of words taug4t, 'rec-
ords of the time required to teach the Nyordir in each list and
of the number of words known at the end of time intervals
similar in length. The expectition is that at the close of the'
5-yea? -period the kindergarten teachers can state rather
definitely how near children attending kindergarten for
2 years come to realizing their aim, namely, the acquisition
of an English vocabulary sufkient for beth to speak of
objects in their immediate environment with some degree
of freedom and to understand and vnjoy the type of reading
material to which they will be introducéd in 014 fimt grade.

The in-service preparation offered rural teachers is of
special interest Twice a yeir a grpup of 12 rural teacher's
from various parts of the State come to Albuquerque for.a
stay of 8 months in which they Ovae themselves to learinngs
how to become Ixttei teachers. They observe the regular
teacher-- of the various grades in the training school, wnfer
with them, give pupils individual help, and assist in teach-
ing :elasties under close supervision. Meanwhile they study
educational theory in cruses conducted by the dimter of
the school.

Beginning with the school year 1982-88, a field officer was
employed to assist these experienced teachers upon returning
to their own schools to apply what they have lamed at San
Jose. 'The cpnnected with this 1;x-rick-Id of intensiit
ekrvioe are met by the training school. Thus the visiting
teachers, although they sacrifice/ 8 months of their annual
salaries to pay the substitutes employed in the rural schools
temporarily bereftof their own teachers, do not hays to pay'
personally for the San Jose expiriewie. In order to have as
much assurance as possible that teachers ávaiing themselves
of the opportunity to come to San Jose are fitted to profit
by it, the 24 teachers grantPti the privilege annuOly are care-
fully -g1-3----10---1.641 by the.

In order better t4) ti minion of offering ih
prepar tion to nir4 , the board of dfr
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in the fall of 19 2 .ans call for such
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opmg instruction especially suitable fora e.

throughoW t_.eò State in small rural schools attended by

A r--kzr òf the --&*nttniining-school. staff and her
hlic-b-Q have been employe-d to sem respectively in the
capacities of teac.er in the school and manager of the proj-
ect and of community organizer. The experienced teachers
who will spend 2 weeks or more of their intensive period of

training in this rural district will live at the
school.

The board of directors' of the achool hu app
an experiment in whichlt is propod to teach beginning
children in Spani°sh for one period each day. This action
is contrary to the prevailing viewpoint that foreign-lan-

a -speaking children should I placed as early as may
-to school, :fld insofar *s it is possible, speak English

orly during te entire whoa day. it will approach the
.vi ream -av --ca:_ed in certain &&ztions in Europe and
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The San Jose educators state that they are not ready to

publish oonausions but that results .s,1 far are encouraging.
They express confixténce that in time the ,experiment will
indkato quite definitely the type and aitount cif education
best adii*hd to tender the greattst educational service to
Spanishipspisking pupils. fv\k
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CONDITIONS TO BE MINT

E CO N OMIO AND SOCIAL °rime
Information follows indicating the economic and social

status frequently obtaining among Mexican people and its
general effect upon their standard of living and the attitude
of other people toward them. As the speaking of a foreign
language in the home and lack of education on the part of
parents are significant factors in the situation, references
to these elements which obviously limit social contacts are
included in the discussion. T\report of the fact-finding
committee of California le states:

hieficams Will undertake work that white labor will not or cannot
perform. They toil under excessive heat, dust isolation, and on tern-
porary Jobs, and can be used in gangs. * Tho housing facil-
ities available to most of the Mexicans are often poor and do not
ch-.nform to proper sanitation standard& Bales agreements fregraenay
prohibit aliens from bwing property in any but Mexican dis .

mkt& e A house-to-house investigation of 7a) Mexican fam-
ilies in southern Califórnia disclosed S * the average number
of children per family canvassed was 44a.

Charles A.. Thompson 1° states:
The problem of Mexican dependency is an industrial

problem. The unskilled laborer is poorly paid, often irreg-
Marl paid; he is Ignorant; he suffers from wretched housing; he
is Ill ftAl. These conditions mold the Mexican, just as they do any
other unskilled group. Their presence guarantees their consequences,

1_

Max Handman " makes an appeal for_ bettft understand-
ing of the effects of povertY upon Mexicans:

ldWW a (lied interest in the Ktliwling of thei

quite unknown. The, caase w
in amoun o a /*ion. truancY is

ma es r o trancy Is usually the
poverty of the parents who cannot affotd to supply the children with
the necessary clothing for a decent appearance or with
buy school supplies. Yet this interest in -mh ves wa

the' child L. able The Mexicans do
not exploit DUI Uiey cithnòf see any use for more
than a little education wisp the nlakine of a liv so hard.

1111. to

n Canforn De.:-.Jart---==t of industrial
Report of ..._

ill
tries. C. C. You Mexican fact-andidg committee. Sari

Calif., dep_rthbent of Industrial F.-e-Mtionz, Cktobee 1910.,
p.O citr
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Manuel nd discuss the effect upon itic&n
children of a homelii-e in which a form 0--1,-_-17-93 is
spoken :

, The frmt handicap is that of haring more to learn. In addition
this, he has for a eongiderable time much less atillitv to rpont

to the language of the Khool &a an instrument of instruction. We
hare a lme way to go before we shall know the rate at which

this handicap dIminiabft, the point at which it becomes practically
negligible, and the best methods of adjusting to IL It is not so
easy to estimate the amount of the difficulty after 8, 4, a, or more
years In the public whoa& Opinion seems to be divided.

The connection between economic and social conditions
and migration is noted by Ravrt N. McLean : "

The Meximn's habits are not migratory, but the habits of the
industries which furnish him a livelihood mc_t certainly Bre. Per-
haps no ruoup of people have ever been more fixed in their residence
than the Mexitnu workers Wore they came to this country.
Tbey have leAnx-Al that tNi must either move with the crops or
starve,. e e e No social studies have been ma(10 which will enable
US to munt the cost in indigenv and crime which this type of life
breeds, but it is safe to guess Mat it is enormous.

Five studies made in Colorado furnish evidence concerning
the low economic and social status of Spanith-speaking peo-
ple. The first four of these studies were made in 1924 and
the fift. in 1í6,u in certain rural sections of Colorado.
The five ella are given numberi to correspond with die
order of their enumeration in the footnote. The- Colorado
College study is no. 1, the Colorado Agricultural College
study is no. 2, the National Child Labor Committee study by

eniumw 31
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Gibbons and Bell is no. 8, and thA by Mown, Sargent, and
Armentrout is no. t. The late tAudy by Pr. Taylor is no. 5.

The counties in the rural sections ineludNi have for many
years raised a lam percentage of the sugar beets grown in
the United States. The industry, in proportion to amount
of crops moulting, demands more workers over a grtater
period,pftime that any othe'r directly oonneded with fields
and crop& Mortover, much of this pork can be done by
chi !tram.

The general plan followed was similar in, the first four
studies: Two field investigations were made, one during the
gummer vacation called the family study, and a nd nude
in November or later and referred to &s the school study.
In the family study the field workers visited homes, inter-
'viewe0 parents and children, employers, and school officers.

In the family study information was coi=c-xled in regard
to the number and ages of children at work, the kind and
amount of work they did, the lewth of time they worked
daily and yearly, and certain environmental factors condi-
tioning their work. The latter related to the educational,
the economic grouN to which the families of the children
studied belonged (called tenure in some instai,v-es ) wnd to
the quality of family life the parents were able to suste..
Families were classified upon the twig of the relation they
bore to the land on which tbey wokked---that is, on tenures,
u owners, renters, contract laborers, or ya workers.

The report of study no. 8 states the attitude of the local
community toward the Spanish-speaking tmnsisnts, thus:

A barrier edits between the contract `families, most a whom
are of Mexican dcz-z.---t, and the others in the %tool unit7 There
are two reasons for this. The first is the Meilmn himself- a
transient, poorly educati,d, otten not able to speak English* and still
more often Unable to rend or write in any language; a low standard
of living due to Previous and
tastes, customs, and tractx-i---z=
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.;t14 aie cut The atiltu ich- the load people take toward thc
of Mexican descent is the most serious finding of tilts udy. It 4.5

one that is fraught with the greatest dangers.

In the four studies practically all of the Spanish-speaking
fnt9rviewtx1 were in the contract and wage groups.

amount of whooling whici) adult meanban3 of these
-S had received is indicated below:

In tudy no. 1 in the contract and wage groups 42. 7 per-
the fathers and 70.7 percent of the nwthers were

unable to speak -English. This deficiency cannot in all
caws be laid to the fact that they were recent immigrants
to the United States, u 12 American-born fathers, or 8.4

)perc,d=-4- t, and 27 American-born mothers, or 19.3 percent,
in tliis group were unable to speak English. A large num-

r were unable to write English. Among then.] we find
00 woman-born fathers and 36 American-born mothers.
The fees conoerning the numbers unable to read Engliah
sr psimilar. Moreover, 44.7 pen;ent of the fAten and 40
perwnt of the mothers had reoeivep no schooltnrwhatever;
2-6.5 wri-vnt of the former and 85.7 percent of the latter
had --wt'ved an education limited to grades 1 to 3. Thus
we may see that nearly three fourths of these groubs of
parents (71.2 percent of the =nthers and 75.7 percent of the
mothers) had no school educnt.ion ty?yond the third gtade.

Among the findings of gtudy no. 8 are these: The inability
to speak qte, English lan; !=sre on CrIe part of parents was

unoa 1-4linc*--- wholly to those of Mexican descent. Of the
27 parents of Mexican d-,,-,ktnt born in Colorado 15 could
neither read nor write Englisb; of the 38 pamts of Mexi-
can descent born elsewhere in the United states, chiefly
it NwIexico, 84 could neither read nor write in English

te

none of the 84 born in Mexico could read or write
,-lish; parents ¿f Mexican descent furnished 74 percent

of the iflitrat4, i.e., they could neither read nor write in
any IaTIL
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naire, and by reports óf school cifficials or research students
in the five States, are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Information was obtained from the United States Bu-
reau of the Census, comparing attendance of Mexican' chil-
dren to whites (age groups '4-15)24 in 10 selected cities dis-
tributed among the five States, two from each State; The
percentage of Mexican children of school age in these cities
varies from 10 to 266 percent. The percentage of Mexican
pupils attehding school as compared ivith the number pf
Mexican children (age groups 6-15) is quite similar to, or
comparei quite favorably with, similar percentages for
whits in 4 cities but is considerably lower in 6 cities., The
figures yield no information as to the total or averaie num-
ber of days per year pupils in each group attended school.
In general the problem of enrolling Mexican children in
school long enough annually to be counted as " in attend-
ance " is -not nearly so serious as that of securing regular
attendance for an extended period of time.

A study was made also of the census figures for 10 (pun-
ties in the same States which yields rather different results
from those noted in the case of the 10 cities. Only Pre-
dominantly rural counties were selected in order to rule out
the effect of large urban centers with better facilities for
enforcing attendance. th6 proportion of Mexican children
to other whites, age groups 645, in the counties salectkd
varies fröm less than 20 to 886 percent, with the median
between 68.2 and 70 percent. In each of the counties the
_percentage of Mexican children attending, sqlool is lower
than the percentage of other white children ii'.attendance.
The percentage for the Mexicans varieslrom 39 percent in
the county with the lowest number to 89 percent in the
county with the highest; for other whites, from 71 percea
in the lowest to 96 in the highest. The percentAge of ,odu-
cables attending school is lower in the counties than intthe
cities for both race groups. The differences are in favor
of the other whites, varying from 1 to 86 percent in 9 of
the 10 counties.

ve

\ " Information is based on unpublished mater1a4irsished by the U.S. Bureau
the Census. Figures used are limited to those reptiorted for persons within

e age groups Indicated in order to obtain is fAlea *of titb extent to which
taican pupils of the ages la which they are 1. i , likely to attehd school do
attend.
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86 SPANISH-SPEAKING CHILDREN

second group the variation is from 64.1 percent to 89
cent, with an average attendance of 76.7 percent. Eviden
pupils in the first grouP of schools are absent many more
days during the school year than are pupils in the second
group:

In the city of San Bernardino, Calif., with Mexican pupils
numbering 1,500 out of 5,2M in the first six elementary
grades, an aggressive effort has been put forth for 10 years
to better conditions. Attendance constitutes one of the chief
problems. The seriousness of the situation may be grasped
from the following data relating to conditions in a large
Mexican school in the city :

The enrollment the fipgt weeks of the fall term and the
average daily attendance of the first monthi are. -Compara-
tively low, but increase to a marked degree u the school
year progresses. In 1930-31 there were 895 children enMód
the first day of school. By the second Monday the enro 1-

ment had reached 658, by the third Monday 720. In 1930-31
the average daily attendance for the first month was 578,
for the second month 715, for the third month 818, for the
sixth month 940, and for the tenth month 885.

Spanish-saking pupils in Denver attend school with
commendable regularity during the time they are consid-
ered members of the school in which they are enrolid. The
relatively low percentage whicfi the average daily attendance
is of enrollment is due to the fact that a number of the
children leave school some weeks before the close of the
spring term and enter late in the fall.
they are out of the city having accompanied their migratory
parents to the farms on which t: members of the
family and the children old enough for. this purpm work
in connection with beets and other crop.

The report of the Colorado White House Conference on
Child Health and Protection is to the effmt that school at-
tendance on the part of children of contract laborers Was
still poor at a recent date.

The family system of contract labor ° is the old went .

shop system of family contract labor adapted to Industrialiu4. agri-
culture. Under this system the sugar Industry is able to
escape lgibillty and blame for the) wholesale evaxion of our
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Colorado compulsory school laws and child-labor laws by claiming
that the children are einployed by their parents who need the help of
the child to support the family.

The evidence cited above indicates that Mexican pupils are
not attending school to anything like the extent to which
English-speaking pupils living in the same sections attend.
As to causes for their irregular attendance, let us turn to the
reports. of investigators. According to the report of study
no. 2 :

One of the reasons that many of these contract children were not in
school was the lack of interest on the part of the school officials in
enforcing the school laws. The teachers may have preferred to be
saved the trouble of reporting the child's absence to the truant
officer or school board. In other cases the teachers and officials were
tireless in their efforts to keep these children in school. Such teachers
and officials are to be highly commended, as they are the recipients of
inuch criticism by aloft who profit by the work of these children.

In a report of a study of the situatioii in Imperial Valley,
Calif., Dr. TAylor," after commenting favorably on the
efforts of school and State labor authorities .to compel school
attendance until the age of 16, &serves that the factors in
nonattendance of Mexicans at school are the Mexicans' con-
sciousness of social ostracism, the feeling of inferiority in-
duced by retardation, and poverty.

The complex problem of the interrelationships between
school attendance of Mexican children and the social status
of Mexictin families is discussed in the reports of studies
no. 4 and v. 5 in Colorado.

No. 4: CAtract-labor children brineklismay to school authorities
wherever they arein the city or fown when they leave in the
spring and when they come in after harvest, and in the rural district
where they Uve for weeks before school closes in the spring and after
uliool opens in the fall. In the main, contract-labor families moved
to the open country in April or May. The school census was taken
efore they arrived, as of February 2. As a rule the children weile

not included in the rural-district census. Practically all
the contract-labor children of the dittricts studied are " foreigners "
or " Mexicans." Their home life, faimily customs, and train-
lug are 'different from those of other children. Whey come from all
kinds of schools or noaschools at all. They have used different

*Taylor, Paul B. Waken kbor iu the 'United States : Imperial. Vane",
1928. Berkeley. Calif.. University of California press.
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88 SPANISH-SPEA&NO CHILDREN

textbooks, if any. They do not exwct to remain in the neighbor-
hood and become a part of it. * s* For many mothers it is a
difficult task to get children ready to enter school, for they, too,
work beets. The rural school is equipped only to take
care of permanent resident's of the district, in size of the building,
number of desks, classes, and supplies. Temporary attendance of
beet children diwrgunizes and disturbs.

No. 5. The Mexicans themselves are largely, apathetic: They do
not generally appreciate schooling, and feel that the need for earning
comés first. But there are numerous except'. The
sCh+ol authorities are generally desirous and even eager to deal with
the 'problem. The bask difficulty-which all of them face is
the attitude of the growers. * The growelni feel the need of
the dhildren's labor to get the work done. The Meiican parents feel
the need of the children's earning& The school authorities') feel
paralysed by the attitude of their constituents, the weakness of the
law, add the inidequacy of administrative machinery.

onclusion.It is apparent from the reports cited that
although economic and social conditions are not the sole
cause of irregular attendance among Spanish-speaking pu-
pils, they probtibly contribute to a greater extent than do
any other elements in the situation.

INTELLIGENCE, EDUCATIONAL ACHTEmisyr, AND OtHOOL
PROGRBES

questions concerned with the intelligence, educational
achievement, and school progress of Spanish-speaking pu-
pils are of major intorest to-those responsible for their edu-
cation. Summaries of or citations from stlected studies of
these factors which present the general situation follow.

A report of a study made in ArizeGa " states : " In gen-
eral, the type of Mexican child taken into the Arizona
schools tends to be backward in rate of mental develop-
ment, lags a year or two behind other pupils, shows a heavy
failure percen e, and an early elimination from school."

A report of a more recent lopal stuCri " confirms the fore-
going statement. Among the points made are these : (1)

" Arizona, State board of education. survey of the Arbon* public-
school systeM, a study of the elementary and secondary public schools of the
State. Conducted by C. Ralph Tupper. Phoenix, Ariz., the State board of
tbductition, 1925.

0 A survey made during the school year 1980-81 at the request find with
the cooperation of the county superintendent of schools of Pima County by
the College of Education of the University of Arizona, under the general
direction of Dr. Emil L. Larson.
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Among the Mexican cliildren, who constitute 70 percent of
the rural school pupils, about 38 -percent are normal age
for ,grade, 59 percent are overage, and 4 percent are under-
age. For the non-Mexican children (excluding Indians)
67 percent are normal age for grade, 16 percent are over-
age, and 17 percent are underage. Evidently overageness
is much greater among the Mexican pupils than among
others. (2) An analysis of the situation in the eighth grade
indicates that in the° non-Mexican group,' out of a total of
59 pupils there were 9 pupils 12 years. old. These pupils
were underage .for that grade. There were 43 pupils of
normal age, i.e., 18 or 14. There were 7 impils ovtriige. In
the Mexican group there wete 19 pupils, all overage.
(8) In the study ,of grade progress of Me;rican ind non-
Mexican children, respectively, it was found that the séhool
progress of 2 . percent of the Mexican °children is accelerated,
of 43 percent normakand of 55 perctnt retarded; the school
progress of 12 percent of the non-MexiCan children is acceh
erated, of 72 percent normal, and of lh.gpercent retarded.
(4) The study ofthe relative rate of eliminatión of Mexican
and fion-Mexican pupils reVealed the fact that for 100 Mexi-
can children in grade 1 there are 7 in grade 8, while for 100
non-Mexican children in grade 1 there are 52 in grade 8.

In a report of a second study by Dr. Larson in Which he
investiL ted conditions in the Roosevelt school in Maricopi
County, Ariz., he states: -0

The amount of overageness in the first four grades indi-
cktes that 26 out of the 138 Meiicans. and 34 out of 438
other white children are 8 or more years overage. The
seriousness of the mierageness of Mexican children may be
seen from the fact that a group comprising about 24 percent
of the enrollment in the first four grades includes 431/2,, per-
cent of- the number three or more years retarded.- -No Mex-
ican pupils had made 'rapid progress, 26 percent pf them
had made hormal progress, and 74 -peicent slow progress.
As to the other white children 6 percent had made rapid
progress, 71.4 percent normal progress, and 22.5 perc'ent
slow ptogrees.

. In a report of a survey made during the school year
' 1928-29e of two elementary schools in the same school dis-
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trict in Los Angeles County" statistics on the grade prog-
ress of Mexican pupils are similar té-those indicated above.
The first school enrolled 513 pupils in the kindergarten and
first four grades, all American; 550 in the four upper
grades, 98 of whom were Me-xicans. The second szhcua of-
fered work in the first four
293 Mexicans and 80 Jananew The

ade-s and erirolicd 378 ril-aupfr
Mexican group, form-

ing afx)ut 30 FR,r-cent of the population of Lie
0&

contributed 29 5 peramt, of the enrollment in the
district,

graum omitting Liat of the kindergarten, and t _u-

the enrollment in grades 5 to 8 This
of luenc_ans A I

Ln uppere grades no nnw
I.During each several years tne great injorit

A

Mexi-W-

limit of 16can pupils having reached the compulsory age
Ix-fore they were ready for t e fifth grade,

f
,ropped

out of school on or E-.3n arter ear eaxteen vininuae.
further analysis of the survey data indicates that of the
Mexicans- in th four umer grades on March 1, 1980, 22
percent were in the fifth, 20 percent in the sixth, 17 percent
in the seventh, and 7 *cent in the eighth grade. More-
over, from June 1926 to June 1982, 516 pupils finish,c1 the
elementary grades. Of this'number 88; or 7.7-percent, were
Mexicans.

In the city school system of Los knieles a study has just
been pompleted of differences in the response of Mexican
and native white children of the sain9 mentar age on the
Binet intelligence test. The Mexicans fell down in the
vocabulary and rhymes tests.but surpassed iq such tests as
the ball and field, arranging weights, and drawing designs
from memory.

From itry¡long studia reported by the research division of
m,
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TAlgale---P~stere Wietributkm of 1seUdge cv quotients of a voup
of Meztvant dawns (by grades)

.11111111/
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3

............. .......
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W.=W- O .4 41, ..... 4p,
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..... gm !Mr .......
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te
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2).1
21.9ne
7.2
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011
276

k1.5
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17.0
313
St 1
13. 6
6. 6
LI

4

5.1
X1.0

21.9
lo1/49
4.6

Al..,

173
U.8

116
Rt. 0

T4e table should be read : 2.6 percent of the first-grade
pupils have an I.Q. iif less tian 70; 15.1, percent, .an I.Q. of
iron 70 to 79, and SO on. AS the I. indicates in its
lower extonsion., the mean intelligence quotient of the Mexi.
can &Silva is 91.2. Kula hicAnulty 4iames language hAndil-
cap and iidsction as two factors contributing to the 'corn-

gparatively low intelligence quotients of the Mexican pupils.
Although the report dcmzz not include a comparable table

for the control group, it includes this statement : " The aver-
age intelligemm quotient of the ntrol, group was 105, which
may be several points ib4we that of American white chil-
dren throughout the city. It should be added, however,
that wveral samplin : were made and in each of them the
average inteiligbnce,. quotient of American white children
was 105."

Figurie given 'hi BEssMcAnulty's report show that Mexi-
can pupils are older chronologiailly &ail the pupils in the
control- group. This over. __767) ç approximates a year in
grade; 2 to 6, but is reduced to 8 months in grade 6.

The report closes with a tabular summary of a comparison
of the achieveMent of American white children and .of

_.Mpxican children , in reading compre ension, reading
vocabulary, and'. arithmetic tundamenaIs This sum-
mar indi thAt the iverve achievement of Mex-
ÌCT children, grade for grade, is somewhat below the
average achieveiient of wMte American children in read-
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ing comprehension. A similar statement may obe made ,u
to the average ichievement in reading vocabulary in regard
to all grades except the third. hi this grade the average
achiever`flent of Mexican pupils is higher. The maximum
difference in both reading comprehension and reading
voc,abulary obtains in the fifth grade. ,In arithmetic funda-
mentali the average achievement ofAe Mexican pupils is
higher grade for grade in threes of the four .Lrrades included,
and lower in the rfift @o. Other findings show that in
boit reding and reading com prep Igion the
average acfiievemen of the children in the Mexican group
is in accordance with the intelligence test results and that in
arithmetic fundamentals the average achievement of the
group is above expectations.

A rt: of a study made in San Bernardino County,
Calif.,': states

In 19?7, of the total county school earollmeni of 11,219 white chil-
dren, there were 3,735, or 8328 percent, overaged pupils; of 4,tV2
foreign-language-speaking children, of whop practically an were Mex-
icans, there were 8,850, or 78.5 percent, who were overage. *

The data were analyzed further to determine the overageftss by
grades of American and foreign-langung-zapeaking pupils. Out of
3,735 overaged American .pdpiist 1,890, or 50.6 percent, were 1,..n grades
abort the fourth; 828, or 84 percent, in Me first grade; 1,2, or
83.9 1-ercwent, ln the first three grades, Out pf 8,850 overag-M pupils
of foreign stook, praciically alF Mexican, 04, or 21.6 percent* were
in grades above the fourth; 10348; or 85 Percent, in 'the first grade;
2,4961 or 64.9 percent, in the first three grides. Mexican
pupils make 42.4 percent as good progress *through the schools, as
do the American children. e

The studies made in Colorado." include pertinent infor-
mation. The report of study no. 1 as to the grade progress
of 301 Spanish-American and Mexican children ass compared
with that of 859 children not belonging to the Spanish-
spealdng group may be thus summarized: No acizAerated
children were found among the Spanish-American
kan group, -rhereu.42 children, or 4.9 pexcent, of the
7nuffiber among the non-Sin.ish-spe,aking group
erated; 71, or 23.6 percent, of the anish-spea
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dren and 506, or 58.9 percent, of the non-Spanisli-speaking
children are at age; and 230, or 76.4 percent, of the SPitnisk,
speaking children and 811, or 36.2 perCent, of the non-SpanN
ish-speaking group are retarded.. The percent of,retarda-
tion is yory high among the Spanish-speaking children ;

even more serious is the -fact that the percentage 'of chil-
dren in this group ret4rded 2 or more years is higher than
the percentage retarded 1 year. Sixty and one tenth per-
cent of the group is retarded. 2 or more years and 16.3 per-
cent) 1 year. In the non-Spanish-speaking group, similar
percentages are considerably lower ;17.8 percent are retaikded
2 or more years and 18.4 percent, 1 year.

Study no. 2 states: "Retardatiòn is especially serious
among children of the Contract group-4he retardation of
the Spanish beet workers is 84.8 perdent, u conipared to
56.5 percent retardation among the Russian-German beet
worko 'and 85 perm:it among ail other beet workers."

Study no. 8 reports certain facts as to age and gr4de
tributión of all chilaren and of Mexican children 'çonside d
separatefy. No Mexican children are accelerated, about one
fourth are at age; and almost three fourths are, retarded.
A much better ithoifing is made by all the children; 4.5
percent are accelerated, inore than- three fifths are at age,
mid only one third are retarded. '

Study no. 4 reports that among 519 Spanish-speaking chil-
dren 1.1 percent were accelerated, 19.9 percent at age, 79.
percent retarded. The retarded children nùmbered 410; of
this number 27.8 percent *ere retarded 1 year and 72.7
percent, were rttardfd 2 or more years.

A report of two studiès of conditions found in the San
Jose Trainip*School when it was taken over by the Uni-
versity of New Mexico was published as a bulletin of the
University of New Mexico in 1931." It included :

(1) An age-grade study and (2) results of group test-
ing. The first study was uhdertaken in order to provide
age-grade data from a group thought to be typical Span-
ish-speaking pupils in New Mexico. The San Jose Train-,
ing School and its two control schools with a total enioll-

University ot New Knit* Bulletin, San Jose Training School, Training
IOW Series No. 2. A a
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ment of 1,009 pupils provided the data for the study. In-
adequate records in the schools made impossible kn
progress study, so that the report does ix* include any
statement u to the extent to Which overageness found is
due to failure to be promoted. Of the 524 pupils in the
training school at the time, it wu fo'und that 1.5 percent
were under age for their grade, 84.9 percent of normal age
for -their grade, and 63.6 percent_were over age.

The testing prwram reprtfti include4 a inmy of the
school by means of a group test of general achievement, of
reading ability, and of intellipnce. In no case, wording
to the report of the intaligenc* test tx-ons, did ..25 percint
of the pupils in a grade attain a ntal age equal to the
grade norm. As in previous similar surveys among foreign-

, speaking children, this study foind that the lower
are in general nearer to the -w normsd tkian are
grades.

As concerns the relationship of school achievement to na-
jive obility, the- following ,comments front the report are
significant:

1"--v/

E7Y7 r

In genera., except in the Gates Reading Tests for tho upper gra&s,
the scone on tts of abilities acquired in whool were equal to or
abovio the scores on the intelligence tests* This meant that if the
intelligence testa measured to a greater degree the Innate capaciti
of these children than their school achievement, the average pupil, at
Ban Jose was accomplishing as much u UN) average school child
of the same MID ability in other parts of the eounfti..

Mr. George I. Sancliez reports a testing program under-
taken in New Mexico to de4ermine the intellipnos .ind
'achievemet of §panishi-si*aking pupils." In December
1928 ind in April 1929, and again' in November 1929 and
April 1980, Mr. Sanchez tested 45 Spanisli-spatking chil-
dren of grades 3 to 8 of the public &ehmas of Bernalilip
County, N.Mex., using' the Stanford' Achievement test,
Fornis A, B, Vo and VI (given on ales in 'order named)
and the Haggerty hitelligence 'Teat (Delta I and Delta 2).

Mr. Sanchez -is of the opinion that the scores made by
Spath-skin 47 upils in them testa point to the het that
language and environinent are factors in their intelligence
quotients. He foimd that as a generatruie tho mtw. quo-

lambent kseorp- I. Szczft of Sw:M=2-meaking ehibiwn on nviate3 tests
pedagogicfm seminar/ arri Jourral a Ossetic Psychology, 40 : 22&-231,
March 1.W.
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tients in the 'varivig abilities tested were increasingly greater
at succemive applications of the tests; the upper grades
ahowed higher quotients on the first testing but made smaller
gains on the retests than did the lower grades; and the
inmates in mental ability were the largest., with the in-
cremes in reading ability next in order.

Conclusions ba._ on th findings include the follow-
ter (1) it is probable that stme test beyond the first, giv-en

much later, will yield a truer meAsuí t. for these children
than salt be obiainet1 from the. first test; (2) these children
are more sulceptible to the influence of school ixperiences
during their early years of contact with them than they
are aftvas wverat years of school attendance; and (8) thb
close relationghip found to exist between reading ability and
mental ability vindicates that an increuing facility in the
use of the Engliah language tends to raise pupils' scores.

The progress of Mexican pupils in the puhlic-echool sys-
ten) of San Antonio is indicated below. In the elementary
grades of San Antonio, first to fifth, inclusive, moie than
50 percent of the pupils are Mexican. The city maintains
no kindergartem Mexican pupils generally complete the
fifth grade. As 50 percent of the Mexican pupils drop out
of sq1Tooi at the end of the fifth grule, of the total entering
7 of the 8 junior high schools for white pupils only 2,5 per.
cent are e

mean. O

A report on the school progress of Mexican pupils in
El Paso, Tex.," is thus itemized:

(1) In the spring of 1931 in El Paso, 29 Mexican and 182
American pupils received high-school diplomas.

(2) In the fail of 1P23, 1,275 Mexican and 375 American
children entered the low first grade in El Paso. In the fall
of 1931, 7 years later, 174 Mexican and 506 American pupils
interv-A, an El Paso high sehool.

(3), The increase in population due to immigration of
both Americans and MexicAns durinithe 71rear period 1928--
80 was approximately 8 rRrcent. If we assume that it
was 85 percent for each of these two elements in the pop-
ulation, approximately 100 .percent of the American chil-
&ben and 10 percent of the Mexican children ante, the

StWer, W. A. Tbe Lost" Legion. ES Pane ftbools Standard, 11 :
lavosaba 1931.
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first xrade in 1923 entered high school in 1980. This as-
gumption is supported by the following: In the fall of 1930,
1,700 Mexicans, or 185 percent of 1,275, the corresponding
number in 1923, an4. 500 Anierican children, .or 185 percent
of 375, the number in 1923, entered the first grade.

(4) Of the American pupils ptering the high schools
36 perceut, and of the Mexican pupils 16 percent, rgmkin
until they receive , diplomas. As only 10 percent of the
Mexican pupils entering the first grade reach the high
school, and only 16 percent of these are graduated, it is
evident that less than 2 percent of Mexican children enter-
ing the public schools remain to graduate from high school.

(5) Between the fourth and fifth grades and between the
fifth and sixth, respectively, there is a drop of 15 percent
'in number of Mexican pupils attending ;chool. More than
20 peMent of those finishing the low sixth grade do not

" enter the high sixth grade.
Results Qf tevting programs 4dmittistered to Span

speaking pupils have impressed a certain number itch
administrators as so unreliable that they have lost faith in
the use of tests for ihe members of this group.

The following citation shows the altitude of one investi-
gator;

No attempt was made to give tests to the pupils in cite Lexington
School, who are all foreign, as it has been quite conclusively shown'
on tarious occasions that valid results cannot be obtained with Mgt
ordinary tests. A specially designed test must be used for teat!'
the intelligence of non-Engiish-speaking children and, as no suchtk test was available, It was deemed unNvise to attempt' to use the
standardized tests, prepared and standardised for Amerkan children.

C ondusion.--The data ielating to intelligence, educa-
tional ichievernent, and school progress included in this
section should be interpreted in the light of the infornw
Lion included on economic and social status and school it-
tendance in the preceding section& Formerly persons writ-
ing on the subject shInved considerable agreement in as-
iigning a relatively low place to Span.itil-speaking pupils
along in ; I achievement, and school progress lines.
hip is not. e at the present time. The trehd of thought,
as eapressed by research students and school people gener-
ally, is in favor of postponing judgment as to the relitire
statas of members of this group until much more inf&map.
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tim is available, based on far greater equaliution of eco-
nomic, social, and educational opportunities tAan at present
obtain&

WAYS OF MEETING THESE CONDITIONS

Various ways of meeting" conditions of the type diriised
above have been devised. Some are in lisucces ful gperation.
Others adoiAed with enthuslasm have failed Co work out
satisfactorily. Still others have been reco:mine.nded by per-
sons well acquainted with local situations but have not to
date been put into operation, due to circumstances beyond
the control of the. school or welfitre -workers making the
recommendations. The presentation below first summarizes
information on the Statse-wide provision in California de-
signed to cope with the ill effects of transiency. .Poliow-
ing this account itkriefly reviews plans which Make use, of
or advocate such means as special schools, special curricula,
extracurriculum activities, home aria school- cooperation,,
and enactment of needed legislation.

Public-school administrators, supervisors, and teachers,
in the Southwestern States have given much thofught to ways
of meeting a situation confronting many of them. This
situation may be summed up thus :, Many Spanish-speaking
families are migrantk. These familiis in &any cases- do
not send their children to 'school. hi spite of the interest
generally prevalent among the school persontiel in the
States of our grodp, so far as information is available, little
progreis iu devising ways of improving the situation along
this line has been made to date except in California. In
this State progress has been made due to the fact that the
State has enacted and made a systematic effort to enforce
6ompujsory edv.cation laws making'obligatory the provision
of educational facilities for all children 1ivina4 in the State,'
whether as permanent or as transient residents," and full-
time Atliendance on the part of all pupils enrolled in schools.

- Ii considering tee education offered children of migratory worker's the
designation " migratory children " (or pupils) is need in this publication.
Became the peanuts meet migrate la order to earn a living the children are also
migratory: The term " allirstory children " in California up to the beginning
t the current school year 'has referred solely to Mexfcan children. Doris'
tbe p psat year a lam inflax et non-Mexican migrants from Oklahoma, Teas.

and other States hie made it necessary to extsad the connotation
ol tbe term la thb pnblicatioi it refers to Mexican children.
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There are three ways of handling the education of luigra-
tory children Califprnia all of which may be in usé in
one countrat the same time.

1: Where the local school disiricts have sufficient funds
and adequate facilities such as buildings, playgrounds, and
equipment, they are encouraged to take care of their oNirn
problem and meet the additioiial expense invo1v0 them-
waves. These districts receive from the State and\ county
the usual apportionment of money on the wofold bases of
(1) per teacher unit and (2) of per pupil in average daily
attendance.

2, The counety superintendent of schools, with the aid of
the State department of educttion, may establish special
schools Qr classes for the migrAtory dhildren. Such classes
are established on the basis of $75 per month from the
State and $75 per month from the unapportioned county
fund per teacher. Building', equipment, etc., may be
provided by the local school district or by the c&nty
'superintendent.

8. The county superintendent of schools may, out of his
emergencjr fund, without expense to the local school district,
provide for an extra teacher or teachers, to take care of the
migratory children. HoweVer, in cases of this kind, the
average daily attendance pf the migratory children is

r credited to the local .school district in the distribution of
the State appoketioAment. rit3

In the State as a whole, 20 of the 58 counties have heavy
responsibilities relating to the education of migratory
pupils." In addition, in at leak 22 other colinties, there
are a certain number of migratory child workers for whom
education must be 'provided. In three of these counties
(San Bernardino, 'Orange, and Los Angeles) the problem
of the education of migratorY children is of short duration,.
lasting atthe most not more than 6 weeks, the time necessary
ior the harvesting of vialnuts. Sixteen of the counties with
heavy responsibilities along this line during the school.
year 1931432 drew money from the migratory school fund.
Some of the other counties have drawn from this fuid in the

al Mangold, George B., and Hill, Lillian B. Migratory child workers. San
Francisco, Calif. Twenty-Oith annual conference of the national child labor
committee, 1929.
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past and, no doubt, will draw again in the future. In some
counties the schools are in use throughout the entire school
year, due to the great diversity of seasonal cropi. The pupil
population may be the same or it may have many changes
in its perionnel, depending upon the relative permanency
or transiency of the aduleworkers.

It is the pblicy of the" California State Department a
Education to encourage local school districts everywhere
to assume responsibility for the education of migratory
pupils, provided they are able to give them at. fair deal.
Generally speaking, local boards act in good faith. Not
all do, however: Occasionally they are so eager to increase

. the average daily attendance and thereby receive addi-
tional State and county money (which the districts con-
tinue to draw after the short-term schools for migratory
children are oyer) that they are guilty of deplorable neg-
lect of duty. For example, in certain instances, in order
to receive this financial aid, districts have undertaken to
educate migratory children without emphiying the addi-
tional teachers necessary. Cases have occurred in which
they have crowded 125 or more migratory pupils into one
schoolroom. In other cases the schools for migratory pupils
are oper4rom 7 a.m. to 12 noon. Iethe afternoon the chil-
dren may be found working in the fields with their parents.
This policy is contrary to the State program of education
for migratory children, which recommends that in these
schools a school day shall begin and end at the same hour
as elsewhere in the district."

Since these schools in certain sections are maintained for
only a brief period each year to accommodate the large
influx of migrants who may remain for a few wee:4: only,
the teachers employed are chiefly married women not other-
wise employed outside of their homy but with prior (each-
ing experierice. Where the schools are maintained for ex-
tended periods the general custom is to employ regular
teachers holding State credentials.

Migratory child- workers and their employers each obtain
permits maids out in duplicate and a copy sent to ihe State

" A member of the California State Department of Education writes " Tbat
Bach conditions exist we know, but so far we have not devised a way to preventthp ses." -
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department of education. Factors in the seCuring of better
attendance have been the imposition of fines or suspended
sentences; the use of a series of pre-primers adapted to the
ability of Mexican school entrants; and the employment of
supacTisors of attendanco meeting high educational and
social welfare standards. These supervisors, with the co-
operation of parent-teacher associations and the Daughters
of the American Revolution, have supplied clothing and
food to migrant children, thus enabling many of them -who
could na otherwise do so to remain in school.

The report of the Roosevelt school survey in Arizona "
closes by Calling attention- #,o certain factors in the situation
which need more attention ihan has to date been given them:
(1) The great amounts of overageness and slow progress
among the Mexican population suggest the responsibility of
the school community to adapt both curriculum and methods
to the especial needs of this particular group. (2) Age-grade
studies should be continued and usp made of the results.
It would be well to make age-grade studies of these four
groups: Transient non-Mexican pupils; non-transient non-
Meiican pupils; transient Mexican pupils; non-transient;
Mexican pupils. Only by making these distinctive studies
can the work of this school be definitely evaluated. These
studies should serve as a basis for the better adjustment of
each pupil in school. (3) Definite efforts should be made
to reduce the 'deleterious effects of transiency. Cooperation
with other administrators in the line of exchange of records
and notification of prospective students should be practiced.
New entrants should enroll in scliwl immediately on moving
into the district.

The city of Los Angeles has a well-organized psychology
and educatioval research division in connection with which
a number of counselors (33 in 1929) are employed to assist
in carrying on activities designed to give every child in the
system as equable an educational opportunity as possible.
The counselors administer mental testa, classify schools,
report educational misfits for special rooms and classes, and
aid in the placement and follow-up of such cases.

The various types of special rooms provided facilitate
the placing of Mexican pupils in an environment especially

n se* Pale 8e.
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adapted to their needs. A few Mexican children have had
sufficient mental ability to bep&aci in opportunity A rooms,
in which classes for superior children, usually above 125 I.Q.,
are taught. Many others are cared for in adjustment and
opportunity B rooms, where remedial education is carried
on. A number of Mexican children are in development
rooms which handle cllildren who are for the most part
below 65 I.Q. In the words of a member of the research
division staff, " The proportion of Mexican pupils in develop-
ment rooms is probably somewhat higher than is their rela-
tive number in the general [pupil] population."

In the regular schools an attempt is made to recognize the
peculiar needs of Mexican children and to keep activities
in familiar territory. In classes made up of young Mexi-
cans, activities used may be based /an such topics as life
on a Mexican ranch, preparation of Mexican food, historical
events in California under Mexico, etc.

The Los Nietos School, a 12-teacher rural school in Los
Angeles County, with an enrollment of 270 pupils, 87 per-
cent of whom are Mexican, has had considerable success in
coping with adverse conditions of a type generally sur-
rounding pupils of this group. The principal, with 20 years'
experience in the school, states :

We find our greatest difficulty in developing responsibility and
leadership among Mexican children. We have tried to overcome
this by strewing athletics and appointing squad leaders with re-
sponsibilities for the conduct of members of the squad. *
We find Mexican children love music. yire foster this by teaching
them good music, giving them a great deal of appreciation through
use of the Victrola.

The services of the school along health and community
lines are significant. Shower baths are available mild used.
Many Mexican children are found to be undernourished and
with a tendency to chest diseases. Milk is provided free
for all in this group, also 30- to 45-minute daily rest periods
on cots in a bungalow which is a part of the school plant.

The home economics department in addition to its regu-
lar work functions as an extra curricular agency. The girls
in the home economics classes under the lead of their in-
structor assume the main burden of the work necessitated
by the running of the school cafeteria. A soup kitchen made

41
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possible- through help received from the P.T.A. provides
free food for the poor children. Pupils Bernd by the soup
kitchen are called on to assist in various housekeeping tasks
in connection with its upkeep and management. The older
boys are responsible for the school gardens from which
vegetables used in the cafeteria and soup kitchen are
obtained.

Principal and teachers know home conditions and par-
enta through personal visitition and through teaching the
fathers of their pupils in adult Americanization classes. To
quote the principal again :

We have noticed a great improvement in living conditions In the
home; a carry-over from the night school and from the older
pupil& a e e We have tried to make parents feel that we are
their friends and have made the school a clearing house for their
troubles, of which they wem to have many, especially during the
present economic situation.

Mr. Frank M. Wright," aidistrict superintendent in charge
of two.- elementary szhools, the Columbia and the Lexington,
in the El Monte school district in Isces Anieles County,
changed his promotional policy in September 1928 to bet-
ter meet the needs of the Mexican pupils. Prior to this
date the Columbia, an 8-grade school, enrolled no Mexicans
below the sixth grade. Mexican pupils in the first five
grades of the city school systrem were obliged to attend the
Lexington, a school which enrolled no American pupils.
The new promotional policy provided for tte admission
of pupils to the Columbia School as soon a's they reached the
fifth grade. The plan has Worked well. To quote Mr.
Wright, " It has been found by experience that pupils com-
ing from the Lexington School have a much better spirit
and attitude if they ar. placed with the white children in
the fifth grade, rather than in-the sixth glide." Under the
policy in use formerly they seemed to 4ave an attitude of
suspicion that they were kept separate from the white chil-
dren for some other reason than the lack of understanding
vf English. Now that they are ti,aken into the Columbia
School in the _fifth grade, this type of reaction imam to be
lacking almost entirely, and much better habits and attia
tudes are develops&

Op. eft.
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It should be not however, that not all Mexican pupils
enro led in the higher grades a the present time have been
promoted because of satisfactory compretion of the lower
grade work. Recently a number of overage Mexican pupils,
some 13 yean of 'age-e and older, have 1:K--,-;,'n taken out of the
second and third grades in the Lexington School and
promoted to the seventh in the Columbia.

The two procedures indicated above represent the best
ways to meet existing conditions available under the cir-
cumstances. iliowever, in the superintendent's opinion he
has not succeeded in the establishment of the right standard
for the "promotion of the foreign-language-speaking chil-
dren. The overage situation in the Lexington School, with
a spread in practically every grade with the exception of
the first of approximately 6 years) distresses him. He would
likes to go much further than finances at present, permit in
providing special curricula and a promòtional policy which
will better meet the needs of pupils from non-English-
speaking homes.

All children, ,.regardless of grade, who are 18 years of age and
over, sbrld be placed together, and a specially prepared curriculum
provided. This should include woodwork, domestic science, and
other subjects properly arranged to help thew children take their
place in society. In this way the more serious problem of over-
aeeness in the Lexington School would be cared for. A careful
check shows, with very few exceptions, these extremely overage
pupils present the major problems in each clan in which they are
now plaee--

In 1926, school officials in San Bernardino, Calif., erected
a new school building; the Ramona, in the midst of a
large Mexican colony. The building was designed to facil-
itate the emphasis officials planned to place on votation ai
education. it was thought that this type of education
lead to habits of .thrift and industry, and to- the ability to
make necessary contacts *th the industrial world. Since
Mexican children remained in school for only a few years,
this work had to 'm offered early in their school life, in the
fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. From the beginning these

ades nized under the platoon plan; brit with boys
and girls enrolled in separate platoon groups. This orreani-

wsty
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zation, which was discontinued at the end of the school year
1931-32, has been frankly considered an educational e*xperi-
ment. It seemed reasonable at the time of its initiation
that many pupils becoming retarded in academic subjects
might through the vocational opportunities open to them
become interested in remáining in school in order to learn
to make furniture or io cook and sew. At the same time
these intermediate-grade' pupils could receive instruction in
reading, language, and the other subjects of the elementary
curriculum comiiaonly taught. At the end of 6 years' trial
the autirrities have concluded that with the Mexican chil-
dren it is better so to organize a school that one teacher
is in charge of a group throughout the day. In spite of the
best efforts of all, many children reach the intermediate
grades in the Ramona School without enough ability in
reading and the use of the English language to reach even
minimum standards in the content subjects. As the tim6
devoted to' thew subjects was necessarify cut down on ac-
count of the emphasis òn hand woirk, the pupils have not
been in the least ambitious to enter junior high school, nor
have they dond so. Moreover, it has been found necessary
to devote 'an undue proportion of the school budget to the
teaching .of the vocational subjects. Th6 balance left after
making provision for this teaching was too small to- provide
an adequate number of teachers or sufficient equipnient for
the regular grade work. Another difficulty experienced re-
lated to that of finding teachers equip to offer voca-
tional Work to younger children. Teachers employed for
these special lines were prepared to carry on the work with
.junior and senior high school pupils, but they proved unable
to adapt the subjects taught to the needs of pupils in the
lower grades. Finally, the supervisory staff became con-
vinced that such adaptation was too much to expect of the
teachers. Pupils of so low an: educational age; and of sò
mediocre an educational lachievemept as these Mexican pu-
pils, even if the3; had reached an appropiiate chronoThffical
age, wherenot' ready to respond to the work offered. It rep-
resotAid an attempt to form the mentally immature into .

activities for the succ4isful performance of which they were
not ready. Amrdingly, the attempt irto be abandoned.
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The new plan which goes into effect at the &ginning of the
school year 1982--33 appears promising: Pupils completing
the fifth-grade work in Júne. 1982 will; on entering school
in the fall be sent to' one of the aired junior high schools
in the city. As these schools ao not stress vocational work
but include enough of it in the curiiculum so that at cer-
taiñ hours of 'the day pupils interested in taking it are
allowed to do so, it is thought that any Mexican pupils
especially interwted in continuing the vocational work will
be satisfied with the arrangements and that it will be
sible offer better instruction along academic lines to
all of them. At the same time, their mingling with other
white pupils ambitious to continue their schooling *ill have
a tendency to stimulate Mexican pupils educationally. If
this plan continues in opeiation over a period 6f years it
will, it is hoped, have & beneficial effect upon fourth and
fifth grade pupils and teáchers in the Ramona Sdhool,; it

. should stimulate pupils to att4in more proficiency iñ 'dab
academic subjects than has been customary in the past, and
should 2.hallenge the teachers to diagnose pupils' difficulties
'and meet them effectively.

In Mr. Hill's report of his study 'of the Chaffee Union
High School district in San Bernardino County, Calif.,"
he states:

41.0,

The information obtained in the course of this study showing where
Mexican pupils are weakest &Rd where strongest should help in devel-
oping course of study suited to their needs. Mexicali pupils
can pe expected to do work of an academic type only 58 per-
cent u well as American pupils-can ; in loyalty, conduct, and honisty,
Mexican pupils ran* higher than in dependability, initiative, and
energy, although in none of these qualities,do they rank as high as

. American _pupils. Problems related to the edlication of
Mexican pupils .can be' solved thrbugh scientific study, through dual
programs, and through adapting procedure to meet the needs that
arise.

In the% Denver city school system ways of meeting the
conditions affecting the education of Spanish-speaking
pils " are of three types r

(1) Additional schoolrooms in several ichool buildings
are opened to take care of the numerous Spanish-speaking

a op: cit 411 Op. ett,
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pupils entering school late in the fall upon their return
from the beet fields. Teachers for thew rooms are selected
from the staff of more than 100 permanent supply teachers
regularly employed by the city.

(2) In its establishment of special classes the city makes
use of a plan somewhat similar to that indicated as in use
in Los Angeles. Out of a total daily membership of 1,951
i4 ô schools atte4ded almost wholly or chiegy by Span-
ish-speaking pupils, 199, or 10.2 percent, are- in speciál
classes; for the city u a whole only 2 percent of the total
elementary school membership is in special classes. As
special classes in school systems gelierally are maintained
for the puipose of providing appropriate curriculum offer-
ings for pupils in need of them, it is evident that a rela--
tively greater number of Spanish-speaking pupils are in

"need of this provision than of pupils in the city as a whole.
This fact suggests the query, What about the large number
of school systems in which many Spanish-speaking pupils
are etrolled and no provision is made along this line

(8) A recent " of the and attendance de-
. partment indicates that no effort ià spared to attain i school

attendance record as nearly perfect as possible on the part of
each child of compulsory school sire in the school district

The department inclu,des a director and 10 field workers
prepared along both teaching and social. service lines. The
present staff has, -two members able td talk Spanish. The-
department is 'authorized to, enforce the provisions of the
school cefisus law, the' compulsory school attendance law,
and the child labor law. Its 'thorough child 'accounting
system, organized home visitation, the cooperation received
from ;various social agencies, and eitorcement of the child
labor law are factors in the situation leading one to expect
that here, if ever, an attendance department should be able
to secure éxcellent results. Encouraging results are in gen-
eral attained, but on account of economic and other factors
entering into the situation which the city cannot control,
these r6saits are not so apparent in the case of the great
majority of S anish easing pupils. The annuil migra-

46 Organisation and work of the department of census and attendance, 19N.
Denver public gehools, Monograph No. 8, Denver. Colo.
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don. of their parents operates against their enjoying the
educational opportuniiy the city attempts to insure for them.

The report of the Colorado Wijite House Conference "
closes with four recomifiendations designed especially to
benefit Mexican and Spudsh speaking children :

1. Make an honest effort to enforce such compulsory rhool attend-
Mice and child labor laws as we now have.

2. Provide ar the appointment of county truant or probation
officers to work under the direction of the county suzerintendent of

4 .4whooli and the:State bureau of child and animal p OD. -

& Stop thi) issuance of child labor perinits by local or, county
officials, and put this authority in the habds of one of the existing
State departments.

41 Abolish the family system of contract labor, by iegialatlye en-
act:inept if possible; if not, then it should be outlawed by the decent
public opinion In Colorado and other States.

The city of San Antonio has long been in a leading posi-
tion in the education of Mexican pupils. The school- people
a few years ago took definite steps to increase, if possible,
the ettollment of Mexican pupils in the junior high schools.
The city had established six of thpse schools but nones was
in et:W aajoicent to Mexican district. It was decided to
locate the seventh junior high school in such a district... The
event has proved the merit of the plan: Mexican pupils
attend the school in large numbers. The enrollment is natu-
rally nearly 100 percent Mexican. The school has two de-
partments. The up e.--r functions as a senior high school.
In April 192 the j se or department of this sch,I enrolled
698 'Mexican pupils, constituting 10.2 peroerit-of the total
and 40.8 peicent of the Mexican junior high school eliroll
ment of the city, and the vehior department, 156 Mexican
pupils, constituting 8.8 percent of the total and 36.7 percent
of the Mexican senior high school enrollment.

From Houston, Tex., comei a report of a plan designed
to help bring,Mexican children up to standard achfevement.
Under this plan eight school's providing for the study of
specific problems on the results of which reorganization of
the curriculum may be based were organized hi Houston in
19804 These are known as curriculum schools. (hie of
them is a language adjustment school -established to
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study certain problems inyolved in the education of foreign-
language-speaking (chiefly Spanish-speaking) pupils. The
plan, as exp1bes9eti in a recent publication issued by the board
of education," is two fold: to attempt to prevent the mental
retardation probably caused by the removal of the tool of
thought (native langtiage) ; to study continuously with a
control group ways of individual teaching that will 'pm-
serve the individual's power of expression without making
him a detriment to society. The organization of this
school has been such a recent occurrence that no report as to
progress is availablet Howbver, its potentialities for good in
relation to the education Of Mexican pupils are so apparent
that its establishment constitutes a decided step in edu-
cational progress.

Certain specific information follows as to means °used to
assist the Bowie School in El Paso, Tex., to meet the needs
of its students. In this 100 percent Mexi7an school, which
%includes the sixth and seventh grades in adigtion to the four
high,schootgrades the total enrollment of v2-5 includes 550
high-school pupils.- The principal Ind the 52 teachers com-
prising the instructional staff have met with considerable
success in arousing an ambition for education among the stu-
dent body. Much attention is paid to personnel problems.
.Principal and teachers pay particular attention to absenc*s
from school on the part of pupils, realizing that any case of
absence may nei:d careful investigation. They know the cus-
tomary excuse, " Something has happened at home ?', may be
given to cover a very unhappy condition. An attendande
clerk recently sought for 3 days for an absent boy without
success. On the fourth day Alphonso returned. To the
teacher's inquiry, he responded, " I didn't want milt')."
The principal awaited the psyçhological mom& aád was
able to elicit the acknoiiiedgment, " My mother is, not at
work. I looked for a job 8 days, but couldn't ipt one, so
came back."

member of the staff, a woman partly of Spanish ancestry,
able to speali Spanish and with a daughter of her own, gives
4 hours a day to helping the girls meet their personal prob-

a Board pf education, Houston independent &loci district. Curriculum
revision and dhelopme- t, uMon, Tex. (192-4-30). Houston, Tex., &A--d of
education of the Houston si-xudent' school district.
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lems to advantige. The first-year students, sectioned into
Doyen groups, meet her, a grotup at a time, for conference on
behavior and home prOlems, considerations looming large
among students beset by poverty and deprived of much op-
portunity to receive counsel from their own mothers, who
with' an extremely limited school background are ofteira quite
out of sympathy witb their daughters' ambitions to extend
their schooling. The adviser visits homes where necessary
and puts forth every effort to assist the girls to repain at
school and to gratify satisfactorily their longing for whole-
some recreation. It is an uphill fight.

Bowie indudes vocational agriculture and manual train-
ing in-an attempt to prepare Mexican boys for employment,
a matter of much interest to thein. It became apparent a few
years ago that rinchmen looking for help would give
plater cohsideration to boys applying for jobo -if they had
some experience along farm lines. To meet this need a
course in vocational apiculture wits installed. It serves a
second valuable purpose. It qualifies boys completing the
work`for entrance to the State Agricultural and Mechanical
College, only 40 miles distant. In the pa4, a number of
graduates of this college havé been employed to further agri-
cultural progress in Mexico. Bowie boys discover in high
school ,whether or not they have enough talent and interest
along agricultural lines to make' an effort to attend the
agricultural college.

The agricultural students use 5 acres of ground owned by
the school and an additiondl 26 acreis privately owned.
They plow and help irrigate the 'soil, raise and sell spinach,
turnips, and other vegetables, and develop much interest in
gardening..

Condueion.--The most hopeful elements in the educa-
tional situation relating to the Spanish-speaking pupils in
the Southwestern States are (1) the progress already made
in devising ways of improving unsatisfactory conditions,
and (2) the increasing interest on the part of school people
along the following lines: Informing thimselves concern-
ing the economic and social status of the faniilies represented
and the interrelations between family status and the educa-
tional opportunities ivailabli, to and taken advantage of
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,4 by the children; asoertaining and aia--.3rzing separate school
attendance', intelligence, educational aslievemept, and school
progress statistics for memberr of this group; nt meeting
adverse conditions discovered. We may assume that inter-
est along the three lines' indicated will continue and will
evelituate In educational and welfare prtie., tuns commin-
surate with the great need which exists for them.
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In-addition to the putications to which reierences have
been made on the preceding Rages a number of theses and
other studis relating to various aspects of the edu,tation of

-speaking pupils have been reported in recent years.
The lia of such repofts selected for the brief bibliography
submitted here is not intended to be inclusive. It was com-
piled subsequent to an examination öf a large amount of
material 'dealing withilar topics.
Diatom, Fosamsr. Notes on the construction of mental teats for

American Indians. Journal of social psychology, November 1930.
" The 430tOttoil of Lana racial dlierencels in general intelligence COD-

tinges 'to perplex psychologists and an ipologista., Teets bare bootr .

applied :to diffiiet national and racial . owls, but the'''evidenc so
accumulated is conflicting and the dificulty of controlling variables other
than Innate differedees is so groat *that the question seems almost as tar
from an answer as iier"

FLOM, kliLLA K. JOWLS. -The relation of language difficulty to intern-
. genee and school retardstibn in a group . 4,1 Spanish-speaking

children. Muter's thesis, 1926. University of ChiclE;n11-o, Chi-
calf%

Comperes a group of Spenisb4piating children with a group of !English-
speaking children in Brighton, Colo., in order to determine the relation of
language dificulty to fntelligesee, and retardation. nixie that language
&acuity tend; to be a somewhat More important factor in the inielligence
of young Swish-speaking children than in the intelligence of older
Spanish-speaking children, but ¡hat there are significant individual differ-
awes in degree to which language speaking digneuky is experienced ¡wont
Bpanisb-siSeaking children.

Guilaursos, 0: K. Study of cause of retardation among Mexican
children in a mail public-school system. in Arizot4. Journal of
éducational psychology, 12: 81-40, January 192S.

* A mart of testing program in the elementary grades of Clemenceau,
Ariz., which Inclu6ed-197 white children chiefly of northeastern European
ancestry and 117 Mexican children. The data showed that although the
Mexican child does work _pore nearly itln accordance with his mental
capacity than does the American, the median achieve., t Cof Mexican
pupils erwas low in an subject' except handirritIng and t tbe language
handicap of tbe Mexicsin is practically nonexistent above the third grade
and not present la thi drat lod sewn& graties to the extent usually
supposed.
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GARTH, THOMAS R. A review of racial psychology. The psychological
bulletin, 22: 343-364,. June 1925. .

A review of 73 studies relating to racial psychology including 4 devoted
to Mexicans. "The reports include those of four studies made, by persons
who devoted attention to Mexicans. These studies taken alto-
gether seem to indicate&the mental superiority of the white, race."

HUGHES, Lots SPEARS. A comparative study of the. intelligence of
Mexican and non-Mexican children. Master's thesis, 1928.
State university of Texas, Austin.

This study attempted to determine tbe comparative intelligence of
Mexican and non-Mexican children through the use of the Goodenough
scale, Measuiement of Intelligence by Drawings. Findings: "The higher
scores are in favor of the Mexican group in every grade except the low
first grade but the fact that the Mexicans are older than are
the non-Mexicans, grade for grade, must be taken into account. The
higher scores may be due to a finer dggree of motor ability.
The increase in the percentage of high scores among the Mexicans with
increase in age would seem to indicate a ready response of the group to
school experience."

LINTHICUM, JOHN BUREN. The classification of Spanish-American
beginners in an Albuquerque public schoot- Master's thesii,
1929. University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

An account of the building of a composite test out of .such portions
of seven group and individual intelligence tests in general use as proved
satisfactory in giving mental ages that correlated with first semester
grades. The use of pictures well known to the children and the accept-,

ance from-them of*any kind of a mark helped in the attainment of a test
adequate for a" rough job of classification." ,

LorrIN, JAMES OTIS. Mexican secdndary education as developed in
the Sidney Lanier Junior School of San Antonio, Tex. Master's
thesis, 1927. Colorado State teachers college, Greeley.

An account of a " a curriculum developed for the particular purpose of
prolonging the school life of Mexican pupils." The curricu-
lum described emphasizes vocational courses and a " combination language
course." In the Sidney Lanier School students study English and Spanish
for a total of 8 hours a week in each grade. The school authorities are
persuaded that the Mexitan will continue to speak and write Spanish all
his life, so skill and aTcuracy in the use of Spanish are considered
desirable.

MANUEL, HERSCHEL T. Ve education of Mexican- and Spanish-speak-
ing children in Texas. Austin, Tex. The fund for research in
the social sciences, the University of Texas, 1930.

Rekt of a State-wide investigation; summaries of pertinent informa-
tion collected by others and statistical and other data are assembled arid
interpreted for this report. writer made use of a number of tudies
of achievement and intelligenc and of social and economic conations
atneing Mexicans; also of report* on methods of teaching Mexican pupils.
He found this material in city, State, Federal, and other profeasional,
publications' generally available; in 15 psychological and sociologicak.,_HI

sources of a highly technical character not generally available; and in 8
unpublished theses of university students.
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birrermaz, Q:13. Cmparative achievements of white, Mexican, and
colored children in elementary public schools. Master's thesis,
1926. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

Among thaindings reported as a result of administering a battery of
intelligence and educational tests to 100 white and 100 Mexican children
in attkdance upon separate schools in San Antonio, Tex., are these:
The 100 white children exceeded the 100 Mexican children by 29 m'onths
in median mental age.. The white children as a group were doing wórk
more nearly commensurate with their ability. White children were 12
months above the grade norm, Mexican children 4 months below.

PARR, EUNFE Eisnu. A comparative study of Mexican and Ameri-
can children in the schools of San Antonio, Tex. Master's thesis,
September 1926. University of Chicago, School of education.
70 p.

Reports a compavative study of Mexican arid American children with
reaped to chronological, mental, and edueational ages; tbe achievement in
certain school subjects; progress in the flist grade; home environment
and other conditioning factors. Mexican children average, 2 years older
than American children in chronological age, but American children average
4.2 months older in mental age and 4 months older in educational age.
American children average 7 months higher than Mexican children in
reading ability, and 2.8 years higher in spelling and arithmetic. Mexican
children show a much higher percentage of retardation in tile first grade.0

" The study indicates-that American and Idexican children should be in
'separate Khools for the good of both and should be taught by different
methods, the direct method being preferable for non-English-speaking
children."

Rr.mg, GLEN O. A study of Spanish-speaking pupils in Albuquerque
high school. M3ster's thesis, 1930. Yale University, New Haven,

An investigation by the principal of the Albuquerque (N.Mex.) high
rchool of the records of all students in all classes for a period of several
years with reference* to acquiring information on scholastic records,
enrollment, and graduation data of the two elements, Spanish and non-
Spanish, in theD student body. Findings : The Spanish group were found
to stand bat little below their classmates in percentage of number passed.
The comparative enrollment of Spanish students increased from 121/2
percent of the total enrollment in 1920-21 to 21 percent in 1928-211.

In 1920, 8.6 percent of tbe graduates were Spanish ; in 1980
19.8 percent were Spaniel.

'MD, MARY DEEM. A study of the effect of a ballineed reading
program on third-grade Mexican children. Master's thesis, 1W29,
University of Iowa, Iowa City.

The program deicribed, carried on with two groups of Mexican children
in Los Angeles, included much attention to types of reading material
used and to the selection of appropriate reading technic. The most im-
portant conclusion : "Average third-grade Mexican children, when taught
residing by teachers who use scientific methods and materials which are
'Ulan the range, interests, and experiences of the children, may be
stimulated to make normal progress."

,
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5ININGER, HARLAN. New Mexico's reading survey. Master's thesis,
1930. University of New Me'xico, Albuquerque.

An account of a State survey of reading instruction in the elementary
schools of New Mexico, grades 8 to 8, inclusive. 'Of the 9,899 pupils
participating in the survey, 8,836, or 84 percent, were Spanish speaking.
In most of the grades the English-speaking pupils Were practically up to
the normal ig comprehension but considerably below the normal in rate.
The Spanish-speaking pupils were considerably below the standard in both
comprehension and rate.

i'vrTAAOR, - M. J. Retardation of Mexican children in Albuquerque, .,
14, schools. Master's thesis, 1927. Leland Stanford, Jr., University,
4P-P Palo Alto, ,Calif.-

Accogdi*to testimony of teachers in the Albuquerque schools, "lack
of speikihg knowledge of English on entering school " is the most im-
portant factor causing retardation of Mexican children, and " failure to
read English with comprehension " ranks second as ft factor in retardation.

WITTY, PAuL A, and LEHMAN, HARVEY C. Racial differences: The
dogma of superiority. The journal of social psychology, 1: 394--
418, August 1930. (From the psychological laboratories of the
University of Kansas and Ohio University.)

4`,

The investigators sum up the matter thus : " Fs* the present it may be
said, therefore, that (a) individual differences among the members of a
given race are always much larger than the so-called ' race differences',
and that, therefore, (b) any sweeping statement of the intellectual statusof the so-called inferior races would be premature. Until qualitatively
and quantitatively different types of data are assembled these two propo-
sitions will stand. In all probability they will stand for some time to
come."
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